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Snowden convicted of rape 
Staff Photo by Nevill ... Loberg 
Arron Snowden sits in a Jackson County courtroom Wednesday. 
Judge rules guilty but mentally ill 
By Dave Saelens 
Staff Writer 
Arron L. Snowden was found guilty, hut men-
tally ill, of four counts of rape, two counts of 
deviate sexual assault and one count of home 
invasion Thul'SQaY in Jackson County court. 
Circuit Judge Richard Richman delivered the 
verdict toa crowded courtroom at 2:30 p.m. and in 
the same judgment revoked Snowden's $600,000 
bond ane:: ordered the Jackson County Probation 
Department to conduct a pre-sentencing in-
vestigation. Ru.:hman said Snowden will be sen· 
tenced April 4. 
Richmdn also granted defense attorney Harvey 
Welch's motion to dismiss the charge of armed 
violence facing Snowden - one of eight charges 
broug!lt against him after he broke into a Giant 
City Road apartment APlil29, 1983, and raped two 
women. 
Before announr-ing the verdict, Richman said he 
lJelieved Snowtt.en was in control of some of his 
actions. and thus could not h<~ve been "partially 
insane during part of his acts." 
Richman said that Snowden's driving a car to 
the apartment. going Lo a window in the front of 
the apartment when he could not enter through a 
rear window and cutting t.'le screen on the window 
with a broken bottle to gain entry were all acts in 
which Snowden was in control. 
He said that two psychiatrists and one 
psychologist who testified said Sl10wden was not 
psychotic, but he added, "I don't see in the 
readings I have done that we hav~ rejected 
psychosis as a priLiary standard for judging 
whether someone is in control o! their actions." 
In closing arguments, State's Attorney John 
Clemons said the "tragic and senseless crimes 
were created by a disturbed individual, perhapl' 
someone who would qualify as mentally ill, but r _. 
insal!~." 
Citing previous court cases. Clemons said. 
"Pers?nality disorders are not insanity 
3ehavIOrai defects, ever. accompanied with 
alcohol. do not show insanity. ,. 
Clemons said that Snowden'S disguising himself 
before t'ntenng the apartment and using a rope to 
keep one of the women from escaping could be 
descnbed as "plans" or "designs" created by 
Snowden. and supports the claim that he is not 
Insane. 
He said that when the victim's third roommate 
arrived on the scene and Snowden fled. "It was 
clearly his intent to avoid detection. apprehension 
and capture." Clemons said this showed that 
Snow~en could control what he was doing that 
mornmg. 
Clemons said he "Iso did not believe that 
Snowden'S crime!' cOi..lh~ be blamed on the alcohol 
Snowden had consumed that night shlce he 
showed coordination and agility when he climbed 
through the window into the apartment. 
In his closing statements, Welch said that a 
person does not ha ve to be totally unaware of his 
:~~~~ or a psychotic for a verdict of insanity to 
He said the circumstances in Snowden's 
childhood and adolescence "not only led him, but 
See TRIAL, Page 10 
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Sinlon says budget 
will hurt education 
By Jay Small 
Starf Writer 
"Federal money cannot buy 
educational excellence," 
Rl'agan told Congress in his 
budget message on Wednesday. 
He said his plan for student aid 
would "ensure that students 
and families meet their 
responsibilities for financing 
higher education." 
Southern Illinois University 
Friday, February 3. 1934, Vol. 69. No.92 
Meese criticized on civil rights 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Denouncing White House 
Counselor Edwin M~e;:e III's 
record on civil rights as 
"scandalous" and "extremist," 
the Leadership Conference on 
Civil Rights on Thursday an-
nounced a campaign aimed at 
blocking his confirmation as 
attorney general. 
"Bluntly put. we oppose the 
nomination because, on the 
basis of our ctlservations over 
the past three years, we do not 
believe Ed Meese, as the 
nation's chief law enforcement 
officer. would enforce, 
vigo:-ously and objectively, U!lI' 
nation's civil rights laws," said 
Ralph Neas, executive director 
of the confp!'ence. 
The conference is an um-
brella organization that 
represents the nation's major 
civil rights ~roups. 
Neas said the conference, 
which has 165 member groups, 
intends to lead a "grass-roots 
campaign to educate the public, 
the press and tt~e Congress" 
about Meese's record before 
hearings on the nomination are 
held by the Senate Jud:ciary 
Committee. 
"The extreme civil rights 
positions taken by Mr. Meese 
and the Reagan administr!.ltion 
are scandalous," Neas said. He 
stated as evidence "their ef-
forts to defeat a stong and ef-
fective Voting Rights Act, to 
oppose the Equal Rights 
Amt'ncment. to relax the 
obligaUons of school systems 
for educating handirapped 
child:-en. to restrict con· 
stitutional remedies that have 
long been available and to 
generally weaken almost all our 
civil rights laws ... " 
:-.leas sau! his group laulted 
Mf:ese for his participation in 
th.! administration's attempt 10 
gnnt tax exempt status .0 
schools which discriminate, to 
abolish the Legal Services 
Corporation and to replace 
members of the U.S. Civil 
Rights Commission with those 
who agreed with administration 
poliCies. 
President Reagan's proposed 
fiscal 1985 budget -or federal 
financial aid programs is a 
"bankrupt vision" for higher 
education policy, accoriing to 
Rep. Paul Simon, D-22nd 
District. 
And, whether Reagan's 
student aid p'ans survive 
Congress' scrutiny, resistance 
to a Simon package to revamp 
financial aid programs next 
J· ... ar could grow as a resuJt of 
the president's move, Simo::'s 
press aide David Carle said 
Thursday. 
Some estimates indicate that 
about 800,000 students will be 
left out under Reagan's plan to 
limit Pel) Grants to families 
with incomes of $12,000 or less. 
Carle said. But the House 
Subcommittee on Post· 
s€:0 n dary Education, which 
Simon chairs, has not relecosed 
its estimate. 
The Associated Press 
reported that about 300,000 
students would lose grants 
under Reagan's plan. 
But Simon criticized proposed 
changes in the Pell Grant 
program - including a "seU-
help" provision requiring 
students to put up $500 in order 
to qualify - in a prepared 
statement released Tuesday. 
"If the president believes 
families with incomes above the 
$12.01)) mark are too well off to 
need PeU Grant help. he hasn't 
tried to put a child through 
college." Simon said. 
While establishing the $12,000 
income limit, Reagan's plan 
would also increase the 
maximum award from $1.900 to 
$3,000. But family and student 
contributions would be sub-
tracted from PeU Grants, and 
tht> awarcls could not exceed the 
cost of attending the school a 
See BUDGET, Page 2 
Policy offered for alcohol marketing 
By Anne F'asza 
Starr Writer 
A poliC'y to govern alcohol 
mark~ting practices on college 
camtluses nationwide has been 
drawn up by four higher 
~ducation organizations and is 
being reviewed by SIU-C 
constituency groups. 
The 12-point resolution will 
not affect sponsorship of ac-
tivities at SlU-C, Bruce 
Swinburne, vice president for 
student affairs, said Thursday. 
"There are some elements in 
the gUidelines that are just 
excellent, and some that are 
vague," Swinburne said. "But it 
L advisable for us to adopt the 
policy on this campus.:' . 
According to the guldehnes: 
-A1chohol beverage marketing 
pr~ams targeted for students 
~~niO~ t:~ec:::;S:n~ C~d~~~ 
cod!.' of that university and 
should avoid demeaning sexual 
or discriminatory portrayals of 
individuals. 
-Promotion of beverage 
alcohol should not encourage 
alcohol abuse or place em-
phasiS on quantity and 
frequency of use. 
- Beverage alcohol should not 
be provided as free awards tC' 
st~dents or campus 
organiza tions. 
-Beverage alcohol marketers 
should support campus alcohol 
education programs that en-
courage informed' and 
responsible decisions about the 
use or non-uS<. of beer, wine or 
distilled spirits. 
- If pf'rmitted, beverage 
alcohol advertising on campus 
or in institutional media, in-
chIding those which promote 
events as well as product ad-
vertising, should not portray 
drinking as a solution to per-
sonal or academic problems of 
students or as necessary to 
social, sexual or academic 
SUl: ... .:ss. 
Swinburne said that the ex-
tensive use of the word 
"should" in the guidlines leaves 
the policy somewhat unen-
forceable. 
"We're askmg for the 
cooperation of alcoholic 
beverage com{lanies and 
distributors," SWinburne said, 
"The resolution is basically a 
guideline in good taste, which 
asks that marketers do 110t use 
advertising that exploits or 
shows extreme indulgence" 
Miller Brewing Co, has 
already said it will confonn to 
the guidelines, Swinburne said 
raf~de be1~:eSti::.~ ~~re~~~~ 
Center Advisory Committee in 
the fall concerning beer com-
pany sponsorship of intramural 
sports at the Recreation Center. 
w!tiJn~~["det!~i~:e w~::;~ 
~:~J ~~fo~~ i:~~~~o::!1. 
In October, a controversy 
developed when Delta Chi, an 
SiU-C fr:,ternity, sold T-shirts 
illustrating a ''loman naked 
from the waist up, Some of the 
initial funds to begin the project 
came from a beer ~ompany, 
The guidelines were drawn up 
by the American College 
Personnel Association, the 
National Association of State 
Universities and Land Grant 
Colleges, National Association 
of Student Personnel Ad-
ministrators and the 
Association of College and 
University HOUSing Ofikers-
International. 
Gus .,.vs there gool any chance 
or a rathskelle.r at the Student 
Center. 
Shultz: Nicaraguall leaders 
fear their goverllment Inay fall 
ews.Roundup---
Expulsion of SOlliets increases 
WASHINGTON (AP) ~ At least 135 Soviet diplomats and 
other citizens were expelled from world capitals last year. 
most after being accused of spying - almost triple the number 
ordered home in 1982. CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) 
~ Secretary of State George 
Shultz said Thursday that 
Nicaragua's rulers are sup-
pressing freedom of speech and 
religion and . 'mus', be worried" 
about the survival of their 
leftist government. 
Shultz dismi.;sed an 
allegation, made Wednf'Sday by 
Nicaraguan junta Io;>.ader Daniel 
Ortega, that the Kissinger 
commission on Central 
America secretly recom-
mended to the White House that 
the United States invade 
Nicaragua and El Salvador to 
protect U.S. interests. 
Shultz told a news conference 
the charge was a "iigment of 
his (Ortega's) imagination" 
and shows that "Mr. Ortega and 
his culleagues must be 
worried." 
"If I were them I'd be worried 
too. After all they are the people 
who betrayed their revolution. 
They are the people who have 
harassed the church and the 
pope. They are the people who 
declared an amnesty and found 
1,000 Mi!'!tito Indians leaving 
the country," Shult~ said. 
"The) are the people who 
suppress the press. They are 
the people who built up an ar-
med foree that goes beyond 
anything t~at anyone could 
conceivably think is needed for 
their own defense." 
Both Shultz and Ortega were 
here for the inauguration 
Thursday of President Jaime 
Lusinchi. 
In Was~ ington, Henry 
Kissinger alsc said through a 
BUDGET from Page 1 
student choose... 
Carie said the increase in the 
m .. ximum award was a 
"positive aspect" of the Reagan 
budget, but noted that 
thousands of students would no 
longer be eligible. 
Reagan also cans for 
eliminating the Supplemental 
!':dc~~~ro~a~Pfu~~i~t~d:~~ 
Loan programs. That move 
would "tie the hands of college 
administrators in fashioning 
ai~Ckages to suit individual 
~mo~ ~ir.tential students," 
Students from low- and 
middle-income families would 
have to rely more on loans to 
pay for their education unriPf 
the Reagan budget, increasing 
"ominous" debt burdens on 
college students, according to 
information from Sil.'lon's of-
fice. 
Simon expressed concern ihat 
the Reagan plan could favor 
wealthy families. 
"These recommendations 
would push us a step closer to 
an income-stratiried system of 
higher education in which the 
~~~~: a;d~~e:st~~~!~~:~d 
;JUblic schools," Simon said. "It 
.s imp?rtant ... that we resist 
that tlCie and I believe Congress 
wiD agree." 
Simon is predicting outright 
rejection or substantial 
modification in the Reagan 
budget for higher education. 
a~ \\~~\~a.appal.t. 
ment to take the Wood 
Shop Proficiency Safety 
, .. t, and u .. the Stu-
dent c..nter Wood Shop 
for the entl ..... me-
.t.r. 
Monday, F.b •• from 
3pm to 1:30pm. 
Oth.r t .. t. are given 
during the ....... t.r 
on Thursday. from 4pm 
to 5pm by cwoIntment. 
(t .. tlng'" n.DI 
..... _ ....... 10 .. '
spokesman. Herb Hetti, that the 
charge of recommending an 
invasion was false. 
"I never made such a 
recommendation, nor was I 
asked to make a recom-
mendation ~n that subject," 
Kissinger said. "n is a lie." 
Shultz's comments came as 
the Reagan administration 
prepares to request a major 
increase in military aid to 
friendly nations in Central 
America, particularly EI 
Salvador, which is fighting a 
four-year war against leftist 
guerrillas. 
The oipartisan Kissinger 
commis"ion. appointed by 
Reagan, recommended a 
significant increase in both 
military and economic aid to 
the region. 
Carle said. 
But Reagan's plan for higher 
education cuts could stir 
resistance to Simon's proposed 
changes in the Higher 
Education Act, according to 
Carle. Those changes include 
consolidation of and funding 
boosts for financial aid 
programs beginning in fiscal 
vear 1986. 
The present act expires next 
vear, and Congress will con-
;idcr Simon's package in the 
current session. 
"For some Republicans, the 
Reagan budget will set into 
concrete their position on these 
~~~~:~~~' ;'[fe h~~~' ~~Thb! 
overcome." 
The trend, which one U.S. official attributes to ··spine· 
stiffening" on the part of many governments faced with a 
surge in Soviet intelligence activity, apparently is continUing. 
On Wednesday. the government of Norway, reacting to the 
arrest of an alleged Soviet agent working inside the Nor-
wegian foreign ministry, expelled five Soviet diplomats and 
barred the Soviet embassy from replacing them. in addition. 
four other Soviet diplomats previously stationed in Norway 
were forbidden to return to the country. 
Table legs to be returned 10 Mexico 
Sf. LOUIS (AP) ~ A ship'ment of 5,000 to 10,000 radioactive 
cast iron table pedestals WID be returned "in the next several 
days" to Mexico, where the metal was contaminated in a 
scrap yard, company officials said Thun;day. 
David Lefkowith, vice president of Falcon Products Co. i,; 
suburban Olivette which assembled the cast iron pedestals. 
said the p'ocess of loading them onto trucks had been delayed 
because iJf requirements of the u.S. Department of Tran-
sportation and Nuclear Regulatory c~)SSion. 
Candles seen as danger t6 Reagan 
DIXON (AP) - The tradition oi putting capdles on a bir-
thday cake is too dangerous for P~sident Reagan's 73rd birth-
day celebration in his boyhOOtJ hometown, an official said 
Thursday. 
The woman baking the .:ake said she planned on following 
the tradition for the celebration when the president comes to 
town Monday, but the 'N'nite House ruled against it. 
"I was going to put 73 candles into little holders and put 
them on," said JoAnn LeVan, who makes wedding cakes for a 
living in her farmhouse basement. 
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Planning Commission hit hard 
by cutbacks, still aids counties 
USO passes resolution, 
upholds Student Center 
By John stewart 
Staff Writer 
the beautification of the 
campus. By Bruce Kirllham 
Staff Writer 
Despite 22 years of service to 
the Southern Illinois region, the 
Greater Egypt Regional 
Planning and Development 
Commission remains one of the 
least known units of local 
government in the area. 
Jim Rush, GERPDC special 
projects director, on Tuesday 
told a public affairs reporting 
class at SIU-C that the GERPD-
C serves two major functions 
for the region. 
GERPDC serves as a source 
of technical information for 
COWIty and city officials. Rush 
said the commission is involved 
with almost everything con-
cerning local governments, 
including highways, hospitals 
and economic development. 
GERPDC also provides an 
area-wide perspective for local 
governments in matters that 
cross traditional local govern-
ment bLrders, such as long-
range e.:onomic development 
planning. GERPDC has a 31-
member board of directors 
composed of city and county 
officials that meots monthly. 
Rush said. 
Rush said GERPDC's ser-
"ices can be summarized as 
assisting the private sector in 
providing jobs and assisting the 
public sector in providing an 
infrastructure in which 
economic progress can take 
place. 
GERPDC has been hit hard 
by President Reagan's "new 
federalism" program, Rush 
said. Ff'deral assistance money 
is now handed down primarily 
as block grants to states, which 
must use the money to replace 
funding for social programs 
that formerly received money 
directly from the federal 
government. 
As a result, the trickl~own 
of funds for agencies such as 
GERPD(; has been reduced, 
Rush said. Since Rea.;an took 
office in 1981, the GERPDC 
staff has been reduced from 50 
employees to nine, Rush said. 
The GERPDC serVClr 
Franklin, Jackson, Perry, 
Williamson and Jefferson 
COWIties, the home of more than 
75 percent of the popula tion of 
Southern Illinois. 
GERPDC is one of a large 
number of agencies that exir!s 
as an indirect result of the 18'/0 
version of the Illinois :;"n-
stitution, Rush said. 
That constitution was 
primitive, difficult to amend 
and allocated limited powers of 
taxation to local governments. 
As time passed, the need 
became apparent for additional 
units of government whose 
concerns and problems crossed 
traditional governmental 
boundries. 
The state Legislature handled 
the problem by approving the 
formation of a large number of 
special djstricts, such as 
Hou~.: 
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~!O7 rsJ;~~servation and 
-Illinoi:. is finding it difficult to 
consQlidate these special 
districts because of agencies 
with similar interests forming 
state-wide associations which 
have become powerful special 
interest ~roups, Rush said. 
Rush discussed the concept of 
home rule authority, which 
allows qualifying cities and 
counties to pass laws and or-
dinances except as prohibilP.d 
by state laws. 
Counties must qualify 
through voter approval by 
citizens of the county and the 
formation of the office of COWIty 
executive. Cook County is 
::lirrently the only county in 
Dlinuis to exercise home rull:! 
authority 
Cities can qualify through one 
of two methods - voter ap-
proval or by having a 
population of more than 25,000 
citizens. Carbondale is the only 
city in the GERPDC area to 
exercise home rull' ,.. ''',il said. 
Rush also brief;;: t.t:scribed 
the Illinois Open Records Act, 
which will go into effect July I. 
The act will require all public 
agencies and governments to 
C!i~~~aeti~~d~~f~l:.f all public 
The mdex and records 
described are then to be made 
available for inspection and 
copying to all members of the 
press and public. 
The Student Senate Wed-
nesday passed every bill, 
resolution and constitutional 
amendment on its agenda 
without a dessenting vote. 
The senate passed resolutions 
in support of maintaining the 
current fUTlction.;; and 
philosophy of the Student 
Center and urging the SIU-C 
administration to give ad-
oitional projects to the Natural 
Areas Committee. 
John Corker, director of the 
Student Center, said the 
philosophy of the center is to 
balance educational support 
and services with its need to 
make a profit in some areas to 
offset costs in other areas. 
For the 20 years previous to 
1981 the center's food service 
had been a cost area, Corker 
said. Competitive bids were 
sent out for in 1981, resulting in 
a three-year contract with two 
one-year options with Interstate 
United. The food service has 
turned around and made a 
$62,000 profit in 1983, he said. 
Another resolution, stating 
that the Natural Areas Com-
mittee has nearly completed its 
original charge of developing a 
management plan for Thomp-
son Woods, urged the ad-
ministration to give the com-
mittee additional projects. The 
resolution said a previous 
committee with the same name, 
disbanded in 1980, was active in 
The meeting, which was 
a ttended by 23 of the 27 
senators, withstood a quorum 
vote -called by Dave Eisenberg 
before new business was con-
sidered. Eisenberg, a 
sophomore in business ad-
ministration. called the vote 
after several senators left the 
room. For most of the meeting 
there were only 20 senators 
prpsent. The constitutional 
membership of the senate is 38, 
but 11 seats are unfilled, most of 
them academic department 
representatives. 
The senate passed con-
stitutional amendments adding 
three seats and allowing 
senators to be less than full-
time students. Thompson Point 
was given another senator, and 
students in General Academic 
Programs, previously not 
academically represented. will 
be electing two senators in 
s~ring 
Provisions were passed to fill 
vacancies in geographic sea ts 
on the senate, the result of 
another amendment passed. 
Proposed by Joe Nikoleit, a 
senior in Political Science, it 
provides that the majority of 
remaining senators from the 
geographic district can select a 
replacement, who would be 
seated with the consent of two-
thirds of the senate. 
SANDWICHES 
Sandwiches Include: 
Hamburger, Cheeseburger, Roast Beef, 
Hot Ham, and Fish 
*80con & Cheese extra 
*Not valid with other discounts 
No Coupon Required 
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Cape Girardeau. Mo. 
b'aily !:gyfltlan. Februayt 3,' 1984, Palll' 3 
-CEditorial---
Red ink in budget is 
sign of election year 
A QUICK GLANCE at the 1985 federal budget quickly reveals that 
the election year. not deficit cutti~, was foremost in President 
Reagan's m100 in fonnulating it. A harder look shows what a skilled 
politician the president is. 
In proposing a budget with a $180 oillion deficit, Reagan appears to 
bE- banking 011 the belief that in a booming economy, few vnters will 
be ~~ayed by the large amount of red ink to tum away from his 
pohcl~. under that assumption, the president has little to gain by 
attacking the deficit by slashing either defense or social spe'lding. 
Reagan staI!ds firm on increasing defense outlays - t,y 14.5 
percent next year. But in a tum-around from earlier budgets, few 
cuts and some increases are proposed in non--defense spending. 
For example. the Environmental Protection Agency, a big loser 
in three earlier Reagan~rafted budgets, is slated for a $100 million 
increase in 1985.. much of it earmarked for acid rain I'esearch and 
enforcement That stiU leaves the EPA, however, with 10 percent 
less than was budgeted in President Carter's last year. 
EDUCAll0N. TOO, is a winner .)f sorts. The Education Depart-
ment that the president wanted to eliminate will have $100 million 
more next year than last year if the budget passes. Most of that 
increase will go to education !>lock grants, however. And while the 
president has proposed inc ..... ,asing Pell Grants from $1,900 to $3,000, 
he also wants to limit them to persons earning $12,000 a year or less. 
Various estimates say that between 300,000 and 800,000 students 
could lose their grants if all the proposal changes in Pell Grants are 
made. 
There are S4lIIle major cuts, also. Housing and Urban Develop-
ment will lose ooe-fourth of its total budget. The food stamps 
program would lose over $1 billion. The Legal Services Corp., which 
provid~ leg~ ~d to the poor, would be a bolished and Medicare and 
Medicaid reCJplents would be asked to share a large part of their 
health expenses. 
BUT NONE OF these cuts are near the scope of those a deficit-
hating RP...agan proposed early in his presidency. It's not that the 
president awoke one morning to find himself a Democrat - the 
defense budget proves that. But by supporting strong defense 
spending while going relatively easy on social programs, Reagan 
nei~r offends his hard-line supporters nor gives Democrats an 
ink-stained budget ledger to use against him. As for the deficit, 
judging from the budget and President Reagan's State of the Union 
Address last week, it seems to have been discounted for now. 
And when Democrats be0n pushing for cuts in defense, the 
president is in a poo:-ition to demand comprises that include cutting 
his "generous" social program budgets as well. 
WHILE REAGAN can hardly be blamed for politieizing the 
budget to this extent - he is, after all, a politician - he can't be 
praised either. A little more courage and a willingness to put the 
nation's problems above political expediency would have been 
admirable. And it would have produced a budget that attacks the 
ever-mountiog danger of a huge national debt and tnms some fat 
from the indefensible defense bu«b!et 
For now, using the budget to tell the public that "yati can have 
your cake and eat it, too" may be nicer news than we can stand. 
Sends greetings from China 
Friends of Sun Jianqiu may 
be interested in a letter which I 
received in v.hich she extends 
Chinese New Year's greetings 
to students and faculty of SIU-
C, Mrs. Sun, who just received 
her master's degree in English 
last year, is teaching at the 
Beijing Institute of Foreign 
Trade. She writes: 
"My institute has an ex-
change program with a 
graduate school in the States. 
Twice a year they send students 
to Beijing for a month for an 
intensive Chinese language 
course and to visit all scenic 
spots. At a recent farewell 
party one of the American 
students described that ex-
perience as one that happens 
once ill a lifetime. I wish to see 
VIRGIL 
more Carbondale friends and 
SIU students have a similar 
bftf~e~u~ei ~!1~~i~~~O as~ 
Dr. Tai's program boosted. 
"The drive against Cultural 
Contamiuation is about over 
and has not, I'm glad to say. 
tDuched Western literary 
n asterpieces. Otherwise, it 
would be hard to teach. Next 
semester a Canadian professor 
will teach literature here, 
"Please ask Dr. Harrison to 
contact the theater people. 
They said they would like to 
hear from her. And thank your 
organization for the books you 
sent my institute." - Augusta 




Reagan didn't cause farm problems 
In his column on Jan. 27, strong U.S. economy. Mr. ltpcoming poor orange and 
Editorial Page Editor John Schrag never mentioned these grapefruit crops on President 
Schrag blamed the rough time two occurences in his column. Reagan, we want to present a 
the farmers had in 1983 on Is the president to blame for a nl"wsflash. Temperatures 
President Reagan. Schrag devastating drought and a during December in Texas were 
quotes Southern Illinois farm strong economy') at zero to below zero all the way 
activist P.L. Parr as saying Futhermore, Schrag doesn't down to thl" Mt:xican border for 
that it was a "disastrous year" credit President Reagan and many da} s and nights, killing 
for farmers. We would like to Agriculture Secretary Johll much of the citrus crop. Florida 
present the real story of why Block's PIK program. which had temperatures in the teens 
many farmers had a disastrous was hailed by ~he farm com· killing more crops. 
1983. munity for saving many far- Hopefully. these points aren't 
The United States suffered mers. News reports over the new to Schrag, as they have 
~e of its worst droughts in the summer were full of stories on been major news stories over 
history of the country in 1983. how many farmers were saved the past year. In addition. we 
And if there's no rain, coupled by the PIK program. Instead of hope that Schrag won't blame 
with l00-<iegree heat, crops will budgeting millions of dollars in higher citrus prices on 
dry up and die. In addition, the the PIK program for farmers, President Reagan, too. 
strong U.S. dollar makes it MShro'uPldreShiadevnet'barPI.paered nMtlYotYOeUr - Eric 
rougher for other countries to be h Kurfman, Junior, General 
buy American products. The Nature. Agriculture and John Dys1in, 
strong U.S. dollar isa result ofa Bef,JI"e Schrag blames the Junior, Joumalillm 
Don't ask children to fund WSIU-TV 
WSIU-TV is once again for this sudden spirit of compelled to ask for money. 
flexing its creative muscles. It creativity on the part of And this time they're nut even 
h~ been far too long since our management becomes clear courageous enough to ask 
fnends at Channel 8 have come near the end of the article about adults who can make a rational 
up with a new program idea the Jo Jo and Joyce Show which decision about the spare money 
Whether the idea of ,Jo Jo & appeared b last week's Daily in the budget. No, WSIU has 
Joyce is really very orginal or Egyptian. "The show was taken to asking for donations 
not is not the point. WSIU-TV designed to raise money for the from children who do not un-
has tried something new and it public broadcast station and to derstand electric bills, food cost 
seems to be working. Dave promote the station's eight and mortga<1e payments. All 
Campbell ~eserves hearty hours of children's program- they carl" about is having a 
congratulations and en- ming." Would anyone else have giant. cuddly koala bear for a 
couragement to contmue. thought it appropriate to read friend. 
However, before all my something in that sentence Enough is enough' Go out and 
friends at the Broadcasting related to the enrichment, or get some underwriting' Or just 
Service get the idea I'm going even entertainment. of sit back and wait for Virgmia 
sort, let me assure you this children? Marmaduke to bail you out 
letter is not meant to simply The first sparkle of life at again. But layoff the kids.-
praise the station. The reason WSIU in years. and they feel Tom Cottingham, Murphysboro 
i 1 
! , 
U.S. presidential power limited 
Tuesday's editorial was a fine 
discussion of one half of the 
question: "Is there a difference 
between the Democratic and 
Republican parties"" It would 
• .ave been nice if the writer said 
something like, "On the one 
hand, there is a clear dif-
ference ... This letter is intended 
to be a reminder of the other 
side of the coin. 
Regardless of which of the 
multimillionaire older white 
males we have to choose Crom 
wins, the real power of the 
future will still be in the hands 
of the multinational companies. 
Even Jes5e Jackbon could do 
nothing to give lost power back 
to the national state. The world 
has gotten too small; the 
trilateralists will continue to 
close down industry in the 
United States and open it up in 
the Third World, and they will 
continue to consolidate their 
control of the world's resources, 
holding :hem hosta~e if they 
choose. I direct the mterested 
reader to three more or less 
recent. but very timely books: 
"Global Reach, The Power of 
the Multinational Cor-
i>0rations" by 
Richard J. Barnet and Ronald 
E. Muller (1974); 
"Trilateralism, The Trilateral 
Commission and Elite Planning 
for World Management" edited 
by Holly Sklar (1980): and 
"Critical Path" by R. Buc;:k-
minster Fuller (1981). 
As I say, the editorialist was 
not wrong, merely neglectful in 
not stating the fundamental 
limitatons of a president's 
power in today's United States. 
Their hands are tied; regar-
dless of his or her party, a 
president's job is to mamtairl an 
18th century institution that was 
not rI:::signed to cope with the 
bizarre institutions of the 20th 
century, much less override 
and control them. - Patrick 
Murphy, Senior, Computer 
Science 
Hubbard Street Dance Company 
~----- I 
~" ~~S j 111~~:~:~~~SaAs:E" 
! II LIVE ENTERTAINMENT TUES.·SUN. HAPPY HOUR 4-8 M.F [I 
I Tuesday- ladies Night sOcl Wine Wednesday- Foxy Ladies Night . 
I Diamond Giveaway . 
I 
Ladies Drinks '/, price all nigh: 
Thursday- Happy Hour 4-8 live Entertainment' 
starting at 9:00 
Friday- Enjoy your weekend with great 
drinks and Lile Entertainment 
Saturday- Good Time, Great Drinks and Live 
Entertainment 
Sunday- Country-Western Night 
Jazz-ballet trollpe on Shryock bill This weeK: Billy Cole Reed 
Featuring "Lettie and the Upcomings" 
Thursday thru Saturday The discipline of classical 
ballet and the Jazzy pizzazz of 
show dance will be combined at 
8 p.m. Feb. 18 when the Hub-
bard Street Dance Company 
comes to Shryock Auditorium 
as part of the Celebrity Series. 
The jazz-ballet company was 
described by the Chicago 
Tribune as "one of the grandest 
theatrical entertainments 
you're likely to see anywhere 
and at any time." 
The troupe of 10 technically 
accomplished dancers are 
under the direction of DuQuoin 
native Lou Conte. Conte, whose 
Broadway credits include 
"Cabaret" and "Marne," is a 
master of upbeat movement. 
putting a premium on the kind 
of hoofing his dancers can 
deliver. 
The troupe's Shryock per-
fOnilance will include riveting 
romps, jitterbugs, ragtime 
ballet and an expressive pas de 
deux. 
Since the Chicago-based 
company's debut in 1977, it has 
enjoyed a storybook rise of 
critical acclaim which is 
gaining it the reputation of 
being a dance phenomenon. Its 
inciusion into the top ranks of 
cor temporary rAnce was rully 
realized last :;ear will! its debut 
at the highly respected Festival 
International de la Danse de 
Paris. 
Auditions slated at two sites 
for roles in summer theater 
Auditions for four McLeod 
Theater productions will open 
with registration at 9:30 a.m. 
Feb. 11 at the theater, or Feb. 24 
to 26 at the Loretto-Hilton 
Center in Webster Groves, Mo. 
The .productions will be 
presenteO at McLeod Theater 
~~a ~~~e '~se~:s. Summer 
rt;e productions are Aga'ha 
Christie's "The Hollow," the 
musical "Annie" with music by 
Charles Strouse, Neil Simon's 
"California Suite" and Stephen 
Sondheim's "A Little Night 
Music." 
Anyone unable to audition 
may submit half-inch VHS 
video tapes, along with a 
resume. The tanes should be 
mailed to the Theater Depart-
ment at SIU-C. 
To prepare for the auditions, 
applicants must perform a two-
minute monologue and two 
contrasting musical pieces. 
APr" ants must bring sheet 
mm,:. A piano accompanist 
will be provided. 
Further information is 
available from Sue Ott-Bennett 
at (314) 968-6933. 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION FOR SUMMER/FALL 1984 
WILL BEGIN MARCH 20 
;jndergraduate Student Registration during the first 
five weeks will be by appointment QNJ.Y. 
All currently enrolled undergraduate students are 
advised to contact their advisement centers to ar-
range for advisement and registration appointments. 
Advisement or issuance of appointments in some 
units will begin next week. 
EXPERT SHOE REPAIR & LEATHER JACKET ALTERATIONS 
CARBONDALE SHOE REPAIR 
OUR SHOP NOW HAS A NEW MACHINE FOR 
DYING SHOES. PURSES &- JACKETS 
You con chooserrom 64 different colors. 
Tickets for the performance 
are $9.50, $8 and $7 and can be 
purchased at the Shryock 
Auditorium box office from 
11:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekdays. 
More information is available 
at 453-3378. 
____ ..!.(C.::..:L:.:O:.:SED MONDAYS) I 
687-4212 I I 
Reule 149-W. Murphysboro Jusllwo miles we.1 0' Murphy~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• ¥ •••• ~ 
t COME MEET YOUR REPRESENT ATIVES ~ 
t AND CANDIDATES : 
~ ~ 
~ Voters Registration Rally ~ 
: Feb. 6, 3-Spm, Roman Room Student Center : 
~ ~ 
: JIM EDGAR PHIL ROCK SIDNEY APPLETON: 
: KEN GRAY RALPH DUNN GARY McCLURE: 
~ ~ 
~ KEN BUZBEE BRUCE RICHMOND RANDY PATCHen ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
: PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO RE-ELE':T : 
: KEN GRAY TO CONGRESS, DICK HUNTER : 
: TREASURER : 
• ••• ¥~.~~.~¥ •••••••••••••••• ¥~ 
TJ'S DISCOUNT LIQUORS 
1224 W. Main 
"THE COLDEST BEER IN TOWN" sale feb.3-S 
OLD MILWAUKEE 
•'~~~~. ···.·&1--;'.!.: 'k ,I ~",t.;i . , " 
12pk cans 
INGLENOOK ~. 
. 1.5 LITERS ....Ii. ..... $329 W 
GALLO 
1.5 LI'II •• 
$2.69 
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Music videos, concert footage 
featured on SPC's TV monitor 
R~ l.iz Myers 
Starr Writpr 
Does SIU -C have its own 
version of MTV? 
John Berr.stein, production 
director of WIBD, says yes. 
Last week "Beat Vision," music 
videos narrated bv WIBD 
deejays, began to air on the 
moni .. or below the escalator in 
the Student Center 
The program includes more 
than music videos, a.:cording to 
Bernstein, one of the developers 
of Beat Vision. He said that 
cartoons. "Generic Video 
Theater" .a Tel-Pro production 
that is a take-off on SIU Up-
da te ), er neert interviews and 
concert footage of stars that 
come '0 Carbondale are part of 
the plogram. 
Th' program. originall t 
conceptualized ty Bjorn 
Reddin~ton, former SPC video 
chairman. was not brought to 
life until this semester by 
Bernstein and the rest of the 
SPC video crew. 
Bernstein said that Beat 
Vision. which has the potential 
to be viewed by 1:;.000 students 
per day who walk thrcugh the 
Student Center. f.,: tures a 
different deejay or veejay 
(video jockey I each week. 
The video crew alreadv has a 
tight production schedule, 
which includes writing during 
the week, filming on ~aturday 
and producing on Sunday. 
The interviews and concert 
footage. used bt'tween the 
music videos, were conducted 
by WIBD deejays when the 
visiting artists were in Car-
bondale. 
Last week the featured artist. 
interviewed was R.E.M. This 
week Beat Vision used an in-
ten'iew with Todd Rundgren 
and footage of the last concer t 
he performed at SIU-C. O~,er 
interviews to be ai.-ed are the 
English Beat, D~zzy Gillespie 
and Pat Metheny. 
Another service of Beat 
Vision is making commercials 
for student organizations. ThE' 
charge for production is $50 and 
$15 a week to air several times a 
day in the Student Center. Two 
of the first commercials on Beat 
Vision were promotions for the 
American Markettng 
A.!.sociation and the upcoming 
United Nations Simulation, 
Bernstein said. 
Not only is Beat Vision a 
Puzzle answers 
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DEEP PAN PillA 
FREE. DELIVERY 
5294~ 
C'I,ls. #1 Pizz, 
611 S,uth IIlinli. 
source of entertainment, but 
Bernstein views it as a 
promotional tooL also. 
"We see it as a vehicle to 
promote WIBD and upcoming 
SPC concerts, while it's trying 
\0 be very entertaining," he 
said. 
Bernstein said that some 
future plans for Beat Vision and 
SPC Video are the addition of 
another monitor in the StUdent 
Center, so more people can 
watch the program, and the 
creation of videos of local 
bands. 
Bernstein said he can judge 
the program's success by the 
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700.92S 
w w<:nRI:NBD\G THEATR.::S 
GORKY PARK 
JAMES STEW ART 
IN ALFRED HITCIICOCK'S 
REAR WINDOW 
• ..,tlll{tJJJ1( CI...., ____ 1.AS.&I.(;.h~.UO'OS_C ~q 
eft BWb~~~~~ WlEKDA YS 5:" 7:1' 9:21 
..... ~ DAILY SAT& SUN 2:"5:",:1":20 
72 hours of libn.rty 
to forget everything the 
Navy euer taught them. 
Pagt' 6. Daily Egyptian, February 3, 1~ .. 
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Set detail complemented actor1t 
'Moon' best play of season 
Bv Tf'ITV Lf'vf'cke 
Siaff Writf'T 
.. A Moon for the Misbegot-
ten" is the best production the 
SIU-C Theater Department has 
put together this season 
Lead actors Christine 
Banholzer, Peter Elton and 
David Nava get to the? core of 
O'Neill's poignant drama about 
Irish-Americans in the 19205 
with riveting performances of 
compl!;x characters. 
Complementing their per-
formances is a stunning set 
designed by Lang Reynolds and 
superh lightin~ effects, in-
cluding il diffIcult lighting 
situation- staging a sunrise. 
Lighting was designed • y 
Jennifer S. Hyman. 
The setting is a dilapidated 
farmhouse, which gave the 
audience interior as well as 
exterior visibility. Close at-
tention to detail WaS given down 
to the last holes in decaying 
wood. 
The production is part of 
Banholzer's and Elton's Master 
of Fine Arts thesis, and their 
talents are demonstrated to the 
fullest. Judith Lyons, associate 
professor of theater, directed 
the production, and the care 
taken in research and proper 
LA GRevlew 
dialect is apparent. 
Banholzer plays Josephine 
Hogan, a large Irish wom;m 
whose crass exterior surrounds 
a soft,. sensitive interior. Her 
life €DCOmpasses days of hard 
work anti nights of enduring a 
drunken father. 
Her father, Philip, played by 
David Nava, is a fun-loving, 
whiskey-drinking robust man 
who works on his farm a little 
and rests a lot. Two of his sons 
have left him, and his third is 
leaving as the play begins. 
Intense concentration yielded 
constant, authentic Irish ac-
cents from both characters. The 
Irish thirst for song, dance and 
whiskey builds these crass 
characters into real people. 
James Tyrone Jr., played by 
Peter Elton, inhents the farm 
the Hogans live on. He is also 
Philip's barstool buddy and 
takes a fancy to Josie. 
Tyrone lives in guilt and 
despair over his mother's 
death, but never reveals his 
problem to anyone. Instead, he 
drowns his sorrows in alcohol. 
He gave up boozin' for his 
mnthE'T. 'Ind when she died he 
sUpped into oblivion and never 
returned. He is a Broadw:lY 
actor, but he is mainly the town 
drunk. 
Alth'lugh Josie despises 
drunks, she loves Tyrone. But 
her strong character prevents 
'Ier from admitting it. 
The power :If th!s play lies in 
the scene whten Tyrone makes a 
date with Josie and ends up 
s~il1ing his guilt to her after a 
push-and-shove battle of per-
sonal defensiveness. 
Both are sensitive to betraval 
and a true paradox faces JoSie, 
because she thinks Tyrone has 
betrayed her and her father by 
selling the farm to the 
aristocrat neighbor. She thinks 
she must seduce him to create 8 
scandal and prevent the sale. 
The power of Wednesday 
night's dress rehearsal in-
dicates that "1\ Moon for the 
Misbegotten" is the per-
formance to see this season. 
Tickets are still available for 
Frida) and Sunday and limited 
seats are available for Satur-
day. Tickets are ~ for 8 p.m. 
performances Friday and 
Saturday and $4 for Sunday's 2 
p.m. performance. 
MEET LARRY HUBBARD ... LONELY GUY 
H~ ...... ~ youna. r~~ . 
.:lind rlla1b1c. 1lf"1III1 C"UII:'bl~. 
""rn hh JlIrl frl'C'n,.fi;"ft him. hlC' 
Iric-d hl~ MlI~ ru mee! all kind'll 
Qf 'Womcn- la"" ..... ·c". I('achc". 
wcn:'f:.uiC''I an ... · _umrn. But be' 
;u", ......... ,,-, ~uccC'C'dlnK. 
ttl[' w:a~ .... ttllollch 
So lund~' he- .ru.C' a bot,k abour it. 
and rhlf'n thlnfil.-"1 tH:-pn IV C'h<1lnJCr 
He' btcamc "uC"clf'"dul and famou", 
laM"') wa!lo an o,,"crniJeht wnqt{.on. 
But hr ..-.lil ",HI a Jonco)-,. au,. 
.\nd lu'" whltn hit Ihuugh' ht'd nt'\fC1' 
Rnd the Rlf'1 uf" hl!l drram~ ... "ihr Inund him 
• "STl-:Vf: MARTIN 




12:45 2:45 4:45 6:45 ':45 
GOLDEN GLOBE AWARD 
WINNER! 
CHER-BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS!! 
IHOWSDAILY 
1:" a:4J t:H 9:15 
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ACROSS ar1lcle 
1 Crippled 59 The - grilty 
6 Blackleg 61 Boarding 
10 Sobbed points 
14 Idolize 64 Sc8TVe'! 
15 Instead 67 Of a time 
165on;J 68 Four - -' 
17 Stole 1954 feat 
19 Ravine 70 Italian coin 
20 Entertainer 71 - Slaughter 
21 Of verse 72 Rajah's mate 
Today',s 
puzzle 
23 Cartes 73 .. - We 
25 Comedienne Forget" 
Char toile - 74 Jr leaguers 






are on Page 6. 
33 Cask 
34 Deplume 
36 PElI1y spats 










53 forty winks 
54 Oramaparl 
57 Spanish 
1 Byron poem 
2 lililh's male 
3 Cenotaphs 27 Slick 
4 Gnawed 28 luau dance 
5 Protects 30 Sofa 
6 Make clolhes 32 Cloudy 
7 Shor'en 35 Argentona 
8 lady or name 
Mary - 37 Joke I"'yoff 
9 Guillo'ine 38 Insect 
10 African gully 39 exude 
11 Vertical 41 Befriend 
12 Hairy 43 Oppose 
13 Coun, 46 River dirt 
18 Pornes 48 Dogs 
22 Gmne group 51 Condemned 









62 Wood strip 




69 Ship Insognia 
,. - --. 'J'd"~" >=:~> ') ,t~; ~;z:;:::,...),;:,... 
BIG MUDDY FILM FESTIVAL 
TONIGHT 
c-p.tltlon RI .... 11_Spm 
PAl1IlCIA IIIIN'S ......... tatlon ' .... 
PAlRIC" &fEN Is outhor/edilar 01 SEXUAL STRATAGCMS. GI tollec:-
Han 01 ~ on file /magIt 01 *lfnen In Iflms. Ms. &WI wi!! dis-
a.ss file Image 01 'woamon as rwbeI In Iflms', IndudIng ". ~ 
release 80IN IN RAMa 
IIOIIN IN FLAMES tpM 
1983 DirecIor: tJzzIe 8crdan. '"Set In the fufl.re-Mn ~ offer a 
~Damcx:rot cuIturvI 'nMlluffon'/n anaim. 80m In Fbnes Is 
fanfasy In ,.-nng GI !1'OLfl 01 women who, corJronfed wfth file 
very "ordinary" oppression women fIgw been experIencIng 
for decades, refuse to toke It any long.,. Glnd become armed 
fighters oflOlnst the gavemm.ltll'." --Llul. Borden. 
2 films by LUIS BUNVEL 
UNCHIEN ANDALOU 111''' 
LOS OLVIDADOS 11:_ .. 
SATURDAY 
2 fll ... by LUIS BUNVEL 
THE DIKIIEET CHARM Of THEIOURGEOISIE 1 ..... 
PHANTOM Of THE LIBIRTY a.-
PAMELA YATE$' preeentatlOil ' .... 
PAMELA YATES hos don. 'reelonce _Ie for CBS In lGit/n 
America Glnd will be screenln and discussing s.verol other 
Independen, films on the region, NICARAGUA: REPOIlT fRONI 
TH6 fRONT, ond WHEN THE MOUNTAIN TREMBlES. Ms. Yates 
oMlI also presenf Gin ItiflH'ftflng demonstnJf/on of how CBS 
hGndled the same mcrterIGl used to mglee the atxw. films. 
ANIMATION IINTIIID ... 
VIWIDtANA fLu- ....... 1' 11 .... 
SUNDAY 
Spec/al Screening from 'he enfrles and jurors' work, Including 
recent works by SIU students & faculty Ipm-Spm. 
lEST OF THE IIG MUDDY FILM FESTIVAL 7p .. 
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Klansman faces 
death penalty for 
killing black man 
MOBILE (AP) - A judge 
on Thursday ordered the 
execution of a Ku Klux Klan-
sman convicted of murderi"¥ a 
young black man and hangmg 
the body from a tree, allegedly 
"to show Klan strength in 
Alabama." 
Circuit Judge Braxton Kit-
trell Jr. imposed the sentence 
on Klansman Henry Francis 
Hays, 29, for the 1981 slaying of 
Michael Donald, 19, 
H&;S was convicted of capital 
~~ler~~~:e~~n~O, ~~~ abi~ 
recommended a sentence of life 
without parole. 
Under Alabama law at the 
time of the killing, the judge 
was barred from increasing the 
penalty t::o death, Kittrell, in 
agreeing to consider the death 
penalty at the sentencing 
hearing;;aid he believed it was 
the intent of the Legislature, 
when it wrote the death penalty 




Learn how to use this method oj predict-
ing a woman's Jertile times. These classes 
will cover in depth the application of 
Fertility A ~areness for use as a method 
of birth control. Classes will meet i" flo .. 
Wellness Center Conference Roo",. 
Meets Wednesdays. 3:00 to 5:00p.m_. for 
two consecutive weeks beginning 
February 8th, Registration is 
required. Call 536-4441 
e W.11.-c.n_ 
VOTER REGISTRATION DRIVE 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FEB. 6·10 
Felt. I. MONDAY 
2·5pm Roman Room 
f.lt •• WEDNESDAY 
9·12 Comm. East/Main lobby 
1·4 Tech 3. Eng. B lounge 
4-6:30 Grinnell Hall 9·4 1 st Floor Student Center 
feb. 7. TUESDAY 
9·12 Law School 
1-4 Morris library 
4·6:30 Lentz Hall 
f.b. 9. THURSDAY 
11 :30·1 :30 Airport Terminal 
1-4 Rec Center Lobby 
ltacing Grand) 
4·6 Trueblood Hall 
feb. 10. fRIDAY 
9-12 Woody Hall C 
9-1 -Student Center 1 st Floor 
4·6 Credit Union 
PAID FOR BY FRIENDS OF KEN BUZBEE, 
JACK BECKER TREASURER 
'******************************-.;.. 
iC ~'S ' iC 
: . WRTER:m6 nelLE t ~315 llWltJ1S ArE. 529·385l ~ 
: ... ~, ItaPI'I fbJR : 
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ir: . r"",nlll -tc 
: "'API $1.75 Pitchers . : 
: 35C Drafts <fJ : 
ic $3.50 Pitchers of Speedrails 1- t" -tc 
-tc (Gin & Tonic, Rum & Coke, etc.) -tc 
iC 654 Speedrails -tc 
-tc 754 Jack Doniels • 
-tc 954 Heinekens & Moosehead -tc' t 65C Watermelons or Kamikazis -tc 
iC large bar: Small bar; ~ I THE JETS 00 ~~~~os I 
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Big Muddy festival good forum 
to give independents exposure 
GOLDEN SCISSORS OF RICHES 
"Bring A Frlend5peclol" 
Acrylic Sculptured Noll. 
for only no.oo, with a friend .15 each • 
By Ilf'an Jones 
Starr Writer 
For the fin;;t timt' In the six-
year history of the Big Muddy 
Film Festival. an all-woman 
panel of juron;; wIll decide the 
winners of the film competition, 
which incl<ldes indeppnnently 
made films and vidf'otapes 
submitted from across the 
country 
Although films are competing 
for $1,200 in prize money, jurist 
Judy Peiser said, "I think the 
important thing for filmmaken;; 
is to get their films shown." She 
and fellow jurors Patricia 
Erens and Pamela Yates spoke 
Thursday at a news cOI'Jerence 
in the Student Center. 
Judy Peiser, documentary 
filmmaker and director of the 
Center [or Southern Folklore in 
Memphis, Tenn., has been 
involved since 1972 in preser-
ving on film the quickly 
disappearing folklore, art and 
culture of the South. 
"I am from the South," 
Peiser said, "from a family of 
story tellers. In the '60s I was 
part of the civil rights 
movement. I decided that if I 
were going to make a 
statement, it would be a 
statement dealing with people's 
::I~t~~sr~~o~~~s o~~ir:bO~~.i~ 
As a judge, Peiser 5.1id she 
will be looking for "quality - a 
film that has something to say 
and can communicate that 
artistically and technically. A 
~d. i~~~t~k~f:l~ ~~Py or 
Patricia Erens is a 
professional in film studies and 
author and editor of ·"Sexual 
Stratagems," a collection of 
r:sf~r~;n the image of women 
"Their image has been ex-
ploited," she said. "It has been 
appropriated to be used as an 
attractive spectacle. Women 
are gent:rally there to provide 
Jake's Tire Co. 
reports burglary 
Carbondale police reported a 
burglary at Jake's Tire on East 
Main Street. 
The burglar removed a glass 
window pane and took 20 tires, 
between 5 p.m. Wednesday and 
8 a.m. Thursday, police said. 





University of Arizona 
offers more than 40 
courses: anthropology, 
art. bilingual educa-
tion, fork music and folk 
dance. history. political 
science, sociology. 
Spanish language and 
literature and intensive 
Spanish. Six-week SflS-
.• on. July 2-August 10. 
1984. Fully accredited 
program. Tuition $410. 
Room and board in 
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But change i~ occurring, 
Erens said. She helieves 
Hollywood is in transition. a 
period of assimilation in which 
sex roles are becoming less 
rigid 
She is discouraged by the 
'slasher film' trend and 
Hollywood films that exploit the 
'imeliness of showing strong 
and independent women. but 
portray them as getting ahead 
using their sexual allure rather 
than intelligence. 
Erens said she assumes a 
level of technical expertise in 
the films she will judge. but that 
expertise should be a means 
and not an end. 
"If a film is nothing other 
than polished. then it is no 
award winner." she said. "The 
filmmaker must have a com-
mitment." 
Erens said she will be in-
terested in seeing films "using 
cinema in a new way, new 
techniques, challenging current 
ideas of sound or image, and 
films that really have a heart 
and soul behind them." 
Erens will discuss the idea of 
"women in revolt" in 
Hollywood films, the theme of 
this year's festival, at 7 p.m. 
Friday in the Student Center 
Auditorium. 
Pamela Yates is co-owner of 
Skylight Pictures, Inc., in New 
York and has done freelance 
work providing footage of 
Ct'ntral America for CBS. Since 
1979 she has been making 
documentary films of the 
\-egion. 
Yates says her films dre for 
Americans who know little 
about Central "merica or U.S. 
involvement there and she 
intends for them to be an 
"emotionally engaging ex-
perience." 
As a judge. Yates will look for 
films with, "originality, that 
are new and different. Films 
that are good stories. that are 
dramatic and communicate in a 
unique way." 
Yates will be in the Student 
Center Auditorium at 7 p.m. 
Saturday to screen and discuss 
two of her films about 
Nicaragua and Guatemala. 
E\:ents are scheduled thr-..Jgh 
Sunaay, when the festival will 
conclude with a 7 p.m. 
screening of the winning films. 
.... _ ....... -~~!~.~~~~':Y.:~~.I.I. !.~~~~~~~ ..... _ .... __ .. . 
Perm $29.00 (haircut extra) 
wi"th Frank Tregoning 
1110 Walnut. Murphysboro 687-4042 




Polyn •• lan Cul.l ... 
Dally Luncheon Buffet 
at 3.85 
Combination Plat .. 
stort~7g 2.85 
Center ~29 2813 
PINCH PENNY LIQUORS 
y~6Pk.cans 
Generic 6pk. cons 
6pk. btls. 
Henninger 6pk. btls. 
~. 
~ ~o~:.can5 
Old SI.!JI~ 12pk. btls. 











t baS E Grand l""", Pork 5iq 3348 
"'l Hou" II 1M rt-. 102 f ",' .. , . 
;Ii Rlunlte (all) 750ml $2.45 









~OUI Mauon(all) I 5l $3.63 (rebate)-$ 1.00 _. n.63 
Vlvante(oll) 4l $4.46 
$4.14 
5mb'noH liter $6.63 
Vodka 




Port Royal liter Rum 
Hiram Walker 750ml 










SLA's are students 
(You must attend one of these interest meetings: ) 
Sunday, Feb. 5 3pm Mississippi Rm. Student Cent 
Sunday, Feb. 5 7pm Dining Rm 15 Lentz Hall 
Munday. Feb .. 6 lOam MississippiRm. Student Cen. 
Tuesday. Feb. 7 lOam Mississippi Rm Student Cen_ 
Wednesday. Feb. 8 lOam Mississippi Rm. Student Cent 
Sunday, Feb. 12 tpm WestmoreRm. TruebloodHall 
helping students 
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TRIAL from Page I 
compelled him" to commit the crimes on April 29. from periodic violent outbunlts, drug abuse :)nd 
"ThE' compulsion was so powerful as to negate borderline pE'rsonliity disordenl 
Arron Snowden's ability to choose to not do what Heinbecker saId Snowden was not psychotic and 
was done," he said. "To call this merely a per- was not legally insane. 
sonality disorder is to miss much of the childhood h response to Welch's questions, Hein~ker 
deprivation which went on." said Snowden had told him that "voices would 
Wekh said the question of whether Snowden come into his head which would say 'rape and do 
was in control of hIS actions needed to be asked violent things. , .. 
and said, "We certainly don't want anyone to Donald Shoemaker, SIU-C psychology 
think he wasn't physically in control, but we don't professor, testifIed that Snowden began receiving 
believe he was crimmally responsible." help from the Clinical Center in November 1982 
Welch said that although Snowden voluntarily for problems in controlling his behavior. 
consumed alcohol and marijuana, they were a Shoemaker said that from the 20 sessions h-:; had 
"support" to get him through his life. with Snowden, he perceived Snowden as ex-
The gags and blindfolds Snowden used on the periencing emotiona\. not p~ychotic, disorders. 
victims, Welch said, were consistent with the Also testifying were three maintenance 
other impulses and were not designed to prevent supervisors who had worked with Snowden when 
. detection of the crime. he was a custodian at Morris Library. 
Welch also said that Snowden on many oc-
casi'lns sought to get help with his problem. . Donald McCalla, of Cambria, and Kenneth 
Dr. Peter Heinbecker, a psychiatrisi from Webb and James Raymond, both of West Frank-
Belleville who Clemons requested to examine fort, said that Snowden was coo~rative as a 
Snowden last year, said that Sr::Jwden sufiered worker and never seemed confused or incoherent. 
-Campus Briefs 
applications for Honors Day 
scholarships at the advisement 
office, 131 Quigley Hall. The 
deadline for applications is Feb. 
17. 
THE STUDENT Bar 
Association will present the 
play "To Kill a Mockingbird" at 
7:30 p.m. Friday in LelSar Law 
Building. The SBA is asking for 
$1 donations. 
({.~ ~ ~ ~1I  
Former Minister of 
Foreign Affairs for 
Sierra Leone in 
West Africa 
Andrew Conteh 
will speak on~ 
"U.S.&USSR Relations and their 
effects on 3rd World Countries." 
Friday Feb. 10,8 pm 
Ballroom D FREE 
in conjunction with UN Simulation Conference, 
For more info Call SPC at 536·3393 
pon~ored By SPC Expressive Arts, UNSA & GPSC 
MEETINGS: The Student 
Bible Fellowship, 7 p.m. 
Friday, Quigley Hall Lounge. 
Japanese Student Association, 7 
p.m. Saturday, Student Center 
Mississippi Room. African 
Stud"'lt Association, ;; p.m. 
Saturday, Student Center Ohio 
Room. Caribbean Students 
Association, 11 a.m. Saturday, 
Student Center Missouri Room. 
Eta Sigma Gamma, noon 
Friday, Green Room at Lingle 
Hall. 
RECREATION FOR Special 
Populations will sponsor a 
Relaxation and Massage 
Workshop on stress 
management, relaxation and 
proper techiques in acupunc-
ture, from noon to 4 p.m. 
Sunday in the Recreation 
Center. 
PULLIAM GYMNASIUM will 
be open from noon to 4 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday ul"!til 
March 4, for open recreatIOn 
basketball. 
For loved ones far & near, one call 
WOMEN'S Self-Defense class 
will start at 7 p.m. Sunday in the 
Recreation Center. Call 
Women's Servic~ at 453-3655 to 
register. 
VER:'IIO;\; KI.f:E~, or-
nithologist with the ll1inois 
Department of Cons~rvation, 
will lecture on "BIrds of 
Southprn Illinois." at the 
Southern Illinois Native Plant 
Society meeting at 7 p.m. 
Friday in Life Science II, room 
450. Kleen will also l.. .. d a field 
trip to Horseshoe Lake in 
Alexander County at 8 a.m. 
Saturday starting at Unity 
Point School. For further in-
formation call 536-2331, ext. 'D. 
STUDENTS IN the COll.ege of 
Human Resources can pick up 
254 drafts $1.50 pitchers 
Old Style, Old Style light 
40¢ drafts $2.00 pitchers . 
B'JSCH, Michelob. MicheIOO Dark 
75¢5pI!IIrlails $1.2)~ 
Bb:X:\t rvhYs: 
75c IAotle em sd-napps 
8cl4 Augsburger' L~t CI'" Dark, 
." Kahlua or Bmley's and coffee 
INFORMATION FOR Radio-
Television students on 
registration procedures will be 
offered Friday in Com-
munications 1046. 
CHINESE STUDE;\;T 
Association will hold a Chinese 
New Year's banquet a, 7 p.m. 
Friday at the Luthern Church in 
Carbondale. Tickets are $5; for 
further information call 54~ 
1957. 
WOMEN'S SERVICES is 
forming a Re-Entry Support 
Group for returning women 
students. The group will focus 
on the issues of obtaining an 
eduction as a returning adult 
studenL For further in-
formation call 453-3655. 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Physical Therapy Assistants 
will sponsor a massage day 
from 11 a .m. to 3 p.m. Friday at 
Wham 114. The charge is $1 for 
10 minutes. 
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., 4 wire services 
can do it all 
• Visa & MasterCard 
• Open Mon.-Sot. Til 7:30 
• Sun. 1-5:30 
" City Wide delivery $1. 95 
616 E. Main 
Carbondale, II. 
618-529-5155 
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,~ ~' " . o-t sout 
" ~.\ PRESEN~S OUR 
... t.t,CJ~9~ 12th ANNIVERSARY 
Super Specials 
12 Pak 
BUSCH ~it~~s $439 
STROHS 12Pak $4 19 Cons 
BUDWEISER ~:~: $2 49 
LOWENBRAU Li:~~~ly '259 
OLD STYLE ~~t $4 29 
JACK DANIELS 750ml '199 
Sale Price $7.59 
TANQUERA Y 750ml i::,~R16'59 
HEAVEN HILL VODKA 750ml $299 
CUERVO ESPECIAL 750ml '199 
CANADIAN MIST 75Om1 $4 99 
PORT ROYAL RUM 1.75L $799 
RIUNITE 750ml '2 15 
VIVANTE CHABLIS 4Liter $389 
LEINEN LIEBFRAUMILCH 750ml $1 59 
CAROLA SPUMANTE 750ml ~99 
~ F_~E~~~I,!!~S! 
Signs! 
To be .lIg.ble for dlnawlng •• com. 'n and 
.... ,.t.r with the correct answ.r to ABC' •• 'rthdia) 
Trivia Question: 
Question: THERE ARE 61 LIQUOR LICENSES 
IN CARBONDALE. WHAT NUMBER 
IS ABC'S? 
Hint: After 0 and before 2 ! 
-AD GOOD THRU SUNDAY FEB. 5-
KEGMAN1S 
Bithday Special I 
All 1/2 Barrels 
$ 3 OOOF Reg.ular I 
• F Price • 
-------_._-------_._._--. 
ABC Liquor Mort Extra Value Coupon 
DREWRYS 
$ ·99 4 FULL CASE 
OF 
12 Pak Cons 
Limit 5 Cases·Coupon Good Thru Sun. Feb. 5 
ABC Liquor Mort Extra Value Coupon 
BALLANTINE 
I $4 '?uLLCASE 
I OF 
I 
I 6 Pak Cons 
I Limit 5 Cases·Coupon Good Thru Sun. Feb. 5 
4-------------------_~ 
ABC liquor Mort Extra Value Coupon 
BLACK LABEL 
"SHOP SMART" . .. AT 
~QtjR ILLINOIS liQUOR MART '. 
ABC LIQUOR MART 
109 N. Washington Carbondale 
417.2721 
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Woman claims 911 call was ignored Valentine's Day steak dinner 
available at Student Center CHICAGO (AP) - Police are 
investigating a woman's report 
tllat her desperate plea for ~Ip 
on the emergency 911 telephone 
line went unheeded for more 
than an hour while intruders 
beat her :-..nd her 84-year-old 
mother and ransacked their 
home. 
"I was cClufidp'It that they 
would ~f't !J'!re and this thi~ 
would "elve never happened, ' 
;;aid Sylvia Galuszynski, 52. "It 
was terrible. It was a night-
mare." 
The officer who took the call 
was relieved of his duties 
pending completion of the in-
ternal investigation, section 
dire('tor William Miller said 
T!".ursday. The officer, whose 
name was withheld, will remain 
in a Il'ss sensitive job in tht 
communications ';ection. 
Miller sa:j a squad car was 
dispatched in resptlnse to the 
Jan. 24 call, but that "there was 
a delay of about 35 minUtes." 
Miss Galuszynsky char$ed 
that a squad c&r did not arnve 
for more than an hour and only 
after a later call from her 
·orother. 
"I said please, please send 
the police," she recalled. "I 
begged him (the officer who 
took the cal\). He finally said in 
disgullt. ·OK. look out for thE' 
police,' but they never came" 
Three men were charged 
Wednesday with armed robbery 
and armed violence in the in-
cident and Lt. Joseph Curtin 
said they are suspected of as 
many as 30 robberies in r~ent 
months on the Southwest Side. 
Dc~uty Superintenden! Matt 
Rodnguez, who is directing the 
department's investigation, 
called Miss Galuszynski's 
allegations "grave." He said 
tapes of 911 calls canllot be 
made public because of a clause 
in the department's contract 
'Nith the police union. 
Rodriquez noted that the 911 
center handles 3.5 million 
emergency calls a year and 
~:~r:n::)~h~~.!~:::~~imes 
"I can't say that is what 
happened here," he said, but he 
added that burnout "is not 
unusual. In some cases, it ()C-
curs even before we :'ecome 
aware of it." 
When a person calls 911 for 
help, the call is taped and the 
time recorde<:l.1t is then passed 
to a disJ)o,tctoer, who is a police 
officer, and assigned a pnor:ty. 
Police say a squad car should 
respond to a priority call within 
minutes. 
Miss Galuszynski said she 
became cO'lcerned when she 
Golden Bear restaurant robbed of $341 
Carbondale police n!>Orted 
theft at the Golden Beal 
restaurant, 206 S. Wall St. 
did not threaten the empioyee 
with a weapon. The employee 
gave him $34l. 
Police said the man was 
white, 5 feet 10 to six feet, about 
150 pounds with a mustache. 
Police said a man entered the 
restaurant at 2 :36 a.m. and told 
an employee to hand over the 
money in the cash register. but 
Beg your pardon 
A headline in the Daily 
E~vptian on Wednesday' 
mtStakenly stated that the CiVIl 
Service Employees Council's 
Education Assistance • t-:~. 
of participation. 
As stated in the story, council 
member Gary Auld said that 
participation had not been as 
great as expected, but that the 
program wu ill DO danger. 
1976 197" 1978 1981 
GRAND DODGE CUTLASS RALLY 
PRIX VAN' SUPREME C;AMARO 
Full power & V -8 automatic 
air with I air cond_ 
sunroof 
$2990 $2550 •. : ..•.... .., - ..:'" 'I .• It 
S~ 
\ 
SALES AND LEASING 
SALt:S. SERVICE· SATISFACflO-, 
, 1000 E MAIN CARBO'\Dt.l£ £'292)77 
ED USED CARS 
Low Cost Auto Repairs 
Bank FinanCing 
SALES SERVICE SATISFACTION 
1000 E. MAIN CARBONDALE 529-2277 
c..."..,... 
."'hlCMmI 
lit a... N. Y." 
111 S. lIIillis 
Co.-. of M.ln & 1IIInob 
CAR80IIDALE 
529-15&6 
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heard "Ioua loOuni!iil~" around 
a seaied basement wmdow at 9 
p.m. 
"I called ~11 and told the man 
to please send the police, that 
~=n? ~~e bJ!a~dl':\~~a 
The Student Center is offering entertainment. which begins at 
sweethearts a steak dinner on 5:30 p.m .. with dinner at ~ p.rn 
Valentine's Day, Feb. 14. in the 
Old Main Room. 
and clear," she said. "He said, 
'How do you know someone is ha,!eonf:~~}n~~ ~:~!a~rSott~~ br~r~~13 i:o ~~~?~~W\ear are also part of the schedulprl 
Res~rvations can be made bv 
purlhasing tickets In advance 
at the Central Ticket Office at 
+.he Student Center. Tickets are 
$6 single orUO for twn 
them, that they were trying to liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin br~~~~::~e~t:~~~'~ the --
ba"ement door. she said she 
was grabbed by a man wielding 
a gun. Two other men crawled 
~~mt:n~ w~~d~~. ~~~o~~:. a ~ 
The three invaders p!'oceeded 
to ransack the home. and at one 
point, pistol-whipped Miss 
Galuszynski's mother, Isabel, 
when she ran from the room. 
A gunman "grabbed her and 
shook her like a rag doll ... He 
beat her with his gun," Jldiss 
Galuszynski recalled. Mrs. 
Galuszysnki was treated at 
Holy Cross Hcspitn! Cur head 
injuries and released. 
After the men left with $2,000 
in cash, a color television set 
and several valuable rings, 
~~e~t~u~b~~~nPg~~~~ 
He phoned the police. 
The stolen property has not 
been recovenod, p.~lice said. 
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PICK'S LIQUORS . 
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BEER WINE LIQUO'R 
9Jk~~ $4.89 Tavlor's California BACARDI Rum ~ Cellars 
12/12con5 75Om1 '4." 
-
Chablis-rose-rhine-burgundy 1.7SL '10.9' Umml. I.Sl $l.n .$1." rebate coupon Gordon's Vodka $3.99 12.79 
6 pkg cons or Bonles Blue Nun 750ml $3.89 
Ot~ S~(e· Liebfroumilch 1.7SL '1.'. 75Om1 $3.69 Jim Beam 
12/12 ban\es $4.39 Cribari Whiskey 75Om' $5.29 Black Label rose-chablis-rhine 1.7Sl 
'12.39 
6 pkg cans $1.49 3l $3.95 Gilbey's Gin 
Old Milwaukee Asti Gancia 75Om1 '4.29 
$5." 1.7Sl '9.4' 24 can case $8.'9 75Om1 Knock3ndo Scotch Liquor ~tore Hours 
Mon-Thurs 9am-lam Pick's Electronic!> Unblended 
Fri & Sot 9am-2am Sales-SeNice-Rentals Sun lpm-Iam Lewis Park Mall 75Om1 '11.49 
lewis Park Moll I 
Top Soviet officials replaced 
to rejuvenate COll1ll1unist Party 
MOSCOW ( AP ) - The 
Communist Party • .mder Yuri 
V. Andropov has r~?laced 
dozens of key part" and 
government officials over the 
past year in what Western 
diplomats call the most 
sign;ficant reshuffling and 
rejuvenation of the pal ty ap-
paratus in two decades. 
The moves are considered 
important since they Cl'nter on 
changes in the crucial reg:onal, 
(Or ""blast," party 
organizations and also involve 
the Central Committee, whkh 
detennines party policy. 
But experienced Western 
diplomats are hesitant to at· 
tribute the changes solely to 
Andropov, and there is no 
suggestion of a Stalin·style 
purge of party officials. In fact, 
the shifts are marked bv a new 
policy of allowing older' men to 
retire with honor. 
There is strong evidence the 
party is moving tt) brim~ 
younger officials 'into the top 
oblast jobs, in line with An-
dropov's call to party veterans 
to make room for a new 
generation. 
Since Andropov became 
party general secretary in 
!IIovember 1982, succeeding 
L<.-onid J. Brezhnev, Associated 
Press records show the party 
has named new first secretaries 
in ~l) regions. Wester>: 
diplon.ats say at least 12 more 
new regional chiefs have been 
named, for a total of 32, or about 
~ percent of the 157 regional 
chiefs. 
About a dozen were in the 
Russian Fed·eration, the bigge!'1t 
and most important of the 15 
Soviet republics. 
The changes include new 
chiefs in 18 of the 120 regions 
whose party boss~s are 
automatically members of the 
Central Committee, or 15 
percent of those posts. 
Oblast chiefs are an im-
Small agenda forces IBHE cancellation 
The minois Board of Higher "The meeting was cancelled 
Education will not meet for the reason that there were 
Tuesday as scheduled, ac· not enough action items on the 
cordi~ to Dick Wagner, boani agenda to justify L':e expense," 




C asses starting 
Feb. 6 in Carbondale 
~ Call Days (v.nongs & We ••• nds 
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lWO HAPPy HOURS EVERYDA Y 
1 RIDA YS SPECIALS 9 Cl 2·6 ~ 
1 .. 00 Helnellen S I 
1.25 Appleton Rum 
.. 50 • O.J. S 1.00 
SUNDAY 9·Close 
DRINK 2 for I MARGARITAS 
Ind listen to 
FEEDBACK 
portant power base for Soviet 
leaders because they ensure 
Foc"~r~!f' is carried mIt at the 
In addition, AP and 
diplomatic records show that 
seven of the Central Com-
mittee's 23 department heads 
have changed, including im-
portant sections such as those 
,'esponsible for party discipline 
and organization. 
Twenty-two members of the 
Supreme Soviet Council of 
Ministers, all of whom run 
government committees, have 
been replaced, as have am· 
bassadors to seven nations. 
"By our reckonin, it was t!.e 
great"st turnover since 
Brez.hnev's first year," said a 
Western diplomat who spoke on 
condition he not be named. "It 
represents a substantial change 
in the party apparatus at im-
portant levels." 











!!l!l!l! I I I, Place a D.E. Valentine Ad 'i 
I ::::.. f1~~ II I Phone ~~ ,"," 
Deadline 12:00 noon, Fri., Feb. 10th for 
publication on Valentine's Day, Feb. 14th, 
(ple~~'? leave space between words) 
, I • I ·1 .. i.i'.i .!.! L't#'~~~it~ffit~~~w.'ttt',fu[ 
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Sierra Leone envoy's speech 
will be Model U.N. highlight 
By Charles Victor 
Staff Writer 
When Grayson Gile, the 
secretary general of the 
General Assembly and 
organizing (~hairman of the 
United Nations Simulation 
Association, had to leave 
Carbcmd.lle early this year to 
take a job ir Memphis, things 
looked very shaky for SIU-C's 
Model U.N. 1984. However, with 
some quick reorganization, it's 
all systems go for the 19th 
Model U.N. 
Model U.N. 1984 will open 
with committe(' meetings at 6 
~i.~~~~~I~~b.~: i~~u~~~ 
plenary session at 8 p.m. will 
include an address by Andrew 
Conteh. the former Sierra 
Leone :!moossador to the Soviet 
Union ;!nd East European 
countries. The final plenary 
session and highlight of the 
Model !.: .i~., the General 
Assembly, has been scheduled 
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday. 
Anita Earl, chairwoman of 
the UNSA said, "It has been 
hard work setting up this year's 
Model U.N. but we ar~ readv 
and excited." . 
According to Earl. the 
assembly this year will have 
three committees discussi.ng 
major international issues. 
"The political, security and 
legal committees will be 
dealing with issues in Central 
America, Lebanon and South 
Africa," she said. "The 
economic and social com-
mittees will tackle world 
hunger and the ad hoc political 
committee will wrestle with the 
thorny issue of nuclear disar-
mament." 
Earl said she is grateful to the 
Expressive Arts Committee of 
the Student Programming 
Council for getting the 
assembly a "top notch" 
speaker. 
"Last year in place of a 
keynote speaker we read a 
letter from President Reagan," 
she said. "This year we are 
happy to have Dr. Conteh, 
Sierra Leone's delegate to 
special sessions in the United 
Nations on disarmament, 
economic development and 
human rights. " Conteh will talk 
about contemporary in-
ternational rf'lations in Europe, 
U.S.S.R., Africa and Asia. 
According to Frank 
Klingberg, faculty adviser to 
the Model U. N., Conteh is an 
acknowledged international 
specialist on African and Soviet 
affairs. Conteh received his 
doctorate in jurisprudence from 
Kiev State University in the 
Ukraine and ha~ taught both in 
Kiev and London. 
"It will be interesi.;ii~ to see 
what a man who comes from the 
third world, but has spent so 
many years in the West and the 
Soviet Union, has to say," 
Klingberg said. 
Earl said that although more 
than 200 students have signed 
up as delegates of the various 
countries, the UNSA would likl' 
to have more delegates. 
"We have four or five 
students signing up every day 
but there are still countries that 
are unrepresented," he said. 
"There will be rl'gistrMion 
tables next Tuesday, Wed-
nesday and Thursday at the 
Student Center." 
Earl also encouraged par-
ticipants and those interestf'd in 
partici,ating to attend a special 
orientation session at 7 p.m. 
Thursday in Tech AlII. 
Delegates will be briefed on 
parliamentary procedures 
during this session, she said. 
The Model U.N. this Yl'ar is 
sponsored by the UNSA, the 
SPC, the Graduate and 
Professional Student Council 
and the Southern Illinois 
(;""pter of the United Nations 
Association of toe United States 
of America. The UNAUSA will 
also host a dinner for Conteh in 
the Illinois Room of the Student 
Centerat6:30p.m. Friday, Feb. 
10. Tickets for the dinner are $7 
and are available through Inga 
Sollberger of International 
Services or by calling 549-5882. 
The ModeJ U.N. has been 
organized to teach negotiating 
skills and create awareness uf 
international issues, Earl said. 
"Apart from being a lot of 
fun, th<. Model U.N. is a great 
learning experience. Par· 
~i~:r::~ ::a~nm~t ~~d O~l~! 
many important things taking 
place in the world," she said. 
Earl aJded SIU-C was 
especially lucky because it had 
~t~dents from over 100 coun-
:nes. 
"The presence of these 
students give a kind of at-
mosphere and realism to the 
Assembly other Model U.N.s do 
not have," she said. 
'Jacks' prizes are really rocks 
CHICAGO (AP) - Don't 
despair if you dole out $12.95 for 
a box of gourmet cat'amel corn 
and come across a kernel you 
can't crack or a piece of paper 
you can't chew. 
The first is likely to be a tiny 
ruby, emerald or sapphire 
valued between $5 and $IS; the 
latter, a coupon for a $1,000 
diamond. And that, say the 
purveyors of "Diamond Jacks," 
is the magic of this decidedly 
adult taste treat. 
"I remember hearillg stories 
about the Depress: on, about 
w~len they used to do this sort of 
thing in popcorn boxes at movie 
theaters," said Lee Brady, 4{1, 
who along with David San-
derson dreamed up "Diamond 
Jacks" nearly two ye?_rs ago. 
"Kids scraped pennies 
together to go to the movies, 
and the magic each box (of 
popcorn) promised was a thrill 
m Itself," he continued. "People 
think the roots of this was in 
'Cra,:ker Jacks,' but that's not 
right. We want to capture the 
thrill, the fantasy of getting 
something for nothing." 
At $12.95, Brady admits the 
two are also trying to capture a 
corner of the gift market, 
convinced that people will shell 
out more for friends with ex· 
pensive tastes than they would 
. spend on themselves. 
"It didn't surprise us that 
people would pay that much, 
~:~:m!r~~~hfl'~haelot f~, "g:~ 
said. 
"We urp. only the best 
ingredients - pure butter, 
almost one-third of a pound of 
fancy nuts in every box - and 
the box itself is a work of art ... 
and not inexpensive by the way. 
We're finding that most 
everybody that buys or receives 
'Diamond Jacks' keeps the 
box," Brady said. 
WESTO •• UNIFOR.S 
Ami Medical Suppll.. ~ '-
~T r 15%OH (' n 
Yellow Tag \ 
Pantsuits & Drea.. /I 
All Types of UnIforms for Men & wan-t ~ 
• ScruIaIIa. Atca.llillJi .... ~ Mate Shoal 
W .. town Mall. Carbon4al. 54'·1112 
c ,~J4P2.~~J!P.2~£.o~~~.!!P.2~~2~£.o~~£.~~!!.~oJt29!l."QilIW~~Qljgp~~QljgpJ1.1 
~ TIE 60LB MIlE PIIU W 
~ I~ 8: LUNCH SPECIAL ~ 
M MEDIUM SOFT DRINK 5. ~ ~ ~ ~ 8: with purchase of I 
U ~ any 511(:e of pizza ~ ~I ~ ~ 
'if { 11 AM.2PM g 
~I Jl 529-4130 ! !CouL-~2_~~~~~~~-~~~~-----_____ !~~~!!~~_~~p~:~ 
pon Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon Coupon \..oupon \..oupon ~oupon 
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CHmftHOUSE 
701 B S. Illinois Avenue 
Corbo'ldole, Illinois 
TEL 618/549-5032 
are prol,d to announce that CHINA HOUSE 
will provide the following menu for the 
ANNUAL CHINESE NEW YEAR BANQUET 
Sponsored by OtINESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
·Crispy Chicken ·MaPo Tofu 
.Lion's head ·Hot & Sour soup 
·Assorted Cold Plate .Pork, Chicken, & 
TIME: 7pm. Feb. 4, 1984 
Sluimp Chow Mein 





Irish Cream (jqueur 
12Pak 
Bottles 









750ml $11 29 
Sal. Price 57.59 
MFR Reba •• ·51.00 
~ P~"~~T ,_, J (Bulgarian Semi-Sweet Riesling) 
Legislative intern~hips offered 
to all graduating by Sept. I 
""l AND ORGANIC F 
: Natural's 









Ih Sh!'i1a RO~f'n 
",,,rr Wrilf'r 
Applications are being taken 
for college graduates wanting 
to learn more about state 
government throu"h an in-
ternship program offered by the 
Illinois Legislative Council and 
Sangamon State University. 
college student. regardless of 
major. receiving their 
bachelor's degree before Sept. 
I. lqfW. App\i(,:lnt!' ar ...... <Jllired 
to submit transcripts. three 
letters of recommendation and 
a series of essays. Once 
enrolled, interns are required to 
complete a training seminar 
conducted by the university 
during !he program. 
The internship can be ex-
tended one month beyond the 
program's conclusion on July 
15. if the intern is unable to 
compiete assignments. 
To obtain an application, 
students should write to Kent 
Redfield, coordinator, llIioois 
Legislative Staff Internship 
Program, Sangamon State 
University, Springfield, Ill., 
62708 or call ,Redfield at (217) 
786-6602 or (800) 252-8533, ext. 
6602. 
~ Old Town FreIght Line. o A U.P .S. Drop Service 
.... Save time and money. drop your U.P.S. 
VI bound pockages ot Naturols instead of 









102 E. Jackson St. Carbondale 
The Illinois Legislative Staff 
Internship Program has 18 paid 
openings. Internships begin 
Oct. 1 in Springfield and interns 
will serve a nine and a half 
month tenn. 
Four interns are usually 
assigned to each legislative 
stafr headed by House Majority 
Leader Lee A. Daniels. Senate 
Minority Leader James Philip, 
House Speaker Michael D. 
Madigan and Senate President 
Phillip Rock. Two other interns 
will be assigned to the staff of 
the n..C. 
Debate set to inform students of issues 
1lIE ALTERNATIVE 
South Padre Island, 
Texas 
Applications are being ac· 
cepted by the council and 
Sangamon State University. 
'l'he deadline for applying is 
March 1. Each intern will earn 
post-graduation credi~ from 
Sangamor. "tate University and 
will receive $900 a month. 
The program is open to any 
Current issues will be debated 
by members of the Democratic 
and Republican parties to helo 
students become more aware 01 
the issues involved in the up-
coming presidential elections, 
said Jim Moynihan. publicity 
chainnan for the deb. -teo 
The debate will begin at 7: 15 
on F~b. 15 in the lo.Miy of Neely 
Hall. It is sponsored by 
University Park residence 
halls_ 
Representing the Democrats 
will be John Jackson, SIU-C 
political science professor, 
Steve Katsinas, former 
Caribbean students to meet Saturday 
The first meeting of the 
semester of the Caribbean 
Students Association is 
scheduled for H a.m. Saturday 
in the Student Center Missouri 
Room. 
Nona Edmondson, president 
of the CSA, said the group has 
not been very active the last two 
semesters but plans to "get on 
its feet" this semester. 
Edmondson said one of the 
group's main goals is to 
~~1huaint IO~:rbbea~"e~t~~e:~ 
procedures an9 campus 
programs and facilities. 
Bring in your old 
gold and diamonds. I will 





218 s. nlinois 
I buy or trade 
for scrap gold. 
president of SIU·C College 
Democrats, and possibly state 
Rep. Bruce Richmond, whose 
participation has nct been 
confirmed. 
Representing the 
Republicans will be David 
Derge, SIU-C political science 
professor, John Gilbert, a 
former state senator. and 
Gordon ,~. ..lan, former 
president A- ~IU-C College 
Republicans. 
The debate is open to the 
public. After the debate, the 
audience will be given an op-
portunity to ask questions. 
Moynihan said that he wasn't 
"ure if questions would be 
screened. 
for Spring Break 
SWimming, sailing, snorkeling, fishing, tennis, tanning, 
partying ... 
The list is endless to what you can do at 
South Padre Island. 
Spend 8 days/7nights at the South Padre Marina, in 
fully equipped condos right across the street from the 
beach. The average temp. reaches almost 800 in March. 
sru party with music and free refreshments included. 
$229 per person plus $20 damage deposit 
$50 holds your spot. 
• round· trip motorcoach transportation included" 
Sign up at the SPC Office 3rd floor Student Center :lite 
Eat Your Heart Out 
valentine's day dinner 
1984 Old Main Room Student Center 
~ 
Treat That Special Person 
• ... _!6_"':_::;:_:99_~ 
MiN'!iii 
-i!ipiqw,W 
F free carnations for the ladies!! ;r~~~hp 
Mllsi(' provided hy Rid and Tom Naas: Enjoy lhe sounds of Simon 
and G""lunkl'l, CSN and Y plus many more favoriles_ Don'l forgel! 
Tilt' D"lill~ Ganl(' in Ballroom D. Admission is (ree for slue Sludents. 
Daily ElYpdan, February S, 1!114, ~ IS 
I. 
..-*'-~~ 
~~~ '1,_ _, 
.·b\";,~'· 
Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy 
Martha Kent. grocery m:.nager. rings up a sale to Lars Nilsson. engineering sophomore. 
Grocery, bakery shops give 
Student Center Dlore diversity 
By Joyce Vonderheide 
Staff Writer 
Have a passion for a ~try or 
a craving for a cookie. Or just 
need something to supplement 
the dorm diet? With Thf Bakery 
and The Grocety now close at 
hand in the Student Center, 
students can satisfy a sweet 
tooth or pick up a grocery item 
without a trip off campus to the 
supermarl(et or the doughnut 
shop. 
With the opening of The 
Bakery and The Grocery. "we 
are the most diversified food 
service in the state and 
probably in the country," John 
Corker, Student Center 
director, said. 
The two shops, along with 
earlier openings of Lotsa Pasta 
in the Big Muddy Cafeteria and 
the Deli Egyptian in the Oasis 
Snack Bar. are helping to meet 
goals of expanding service to 
students, increasing student 
jobs and making more money, 
Corker said. 
The Student Center's contract 
with Interstate United Food 
Service was renewed almost 
three years ago with those goals 
in mind, he said. 
"We are the only school with 
full-service food service seven 
days a week in the summer," 
Corker said. The only other 
state school with weekend food 
service is Western Ilhnois 
University. which keeps a snack 
bar open. 
Because evening sales at the 
Oasis Snack Bar were not large 
enough to justify keeping it open 
at ni~t, the Student Center was 
fin . .,.. with either closing it at 9 
p.m. or creating a more cost-
efficient service. The Deli 





ED BA ITERIES!'17. 
(WITH TRADf....lN) 
'n Murphy_boro, ItJlre JZ7 North 
10 Ind ... triGl Parlr Rd. (across 
from "'cDonald'.,. Turn left 01 




Call 681 .. l1 .... 
deli requires fewer employees. 
allowing the Student Center to 
keep food service open and 
break even. 
Corker's idea for a grocery 
store came from noticing 
similar services in student 
centers on other campuses. He 
felt that students living in the 
residence halls and students 
living off-campus would enjoy 
the service. The Bakery was an 
idea from food service. 
Corker said The Bakery. 
which employs four student 
workers, is the more popular of 
the two shops. It is more cost-
efficient to buy doughnuts or 
rolls in bulk at The Bakery than 
to buy at the snack bar. And 
bec ... .ise The Bakery is on the 
main hallway, it's easier to buy 
there than to go through the 
lines at the snack bar. 
ca1~~ B:~~ry !Wt S~!r~es :~~ 
See GROCERY, Page 17 
OFFICE OF INTRAMURAL 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS 
The Office of Intramural-Recreational 
Sports is accepting applications for 
graduate assistant positions for the 
Summer and Fall Semester 1984. 
Applications will be accepted through 
Friday, February 17, 1984. For more 
information, contact Donna Merkau 
at the Student Recreation~ 
Center. . ~en~ 
Recreation 
536-5531 EXT .34 i;nter 





"Marsha. our staff and I believe that true 
service is not how many people we can rush 
through our business daily, but rather to take 
the time to care for your individual needs. 
r highly educated and dedicated staff are 
here to serve you. That's why we can honestly 
say we try harder to meet your needs." 
Robert Straube 
(Read: John 8:37-51) 
THE HAIR LAB 
715 S. Unil".nltty 
One informant is convicted 
'Double-sting' case closed ~~ 'Y''; FRED'S advlc. for the consumate part ..... for 
the person who needs a party every night of his 
life. ALTON (AP) - A jury Thursday convicted a defen-
dant in a double·sting case in 
which two men with masks and 
guns each claimed to be 
government informants setting 
the other up' in a bank robbery. 
After dehberating more than 
an hour. the jury found Joachim 
"Joe" Giger, 29, of Marissa 
guilty of attempting last Oc· 
tober to rob the State Bank of 
Sl. Libory. a small country 
bank nestled in the hills of 
Sollthern llIinois about 30 miles 
southeast of S1. Louis. 
"They were caught in front of 
that bank with a mask and a 
gun," Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Ral{'h Friederich told the iury 
in hiS closing argument. "they 
b:r.~,~'t going to a masqueradE' 
Gi~er's defense was that he 
was an informant for the Illinois 
Division of Criminal In-
vestigation, attempting ttl set 
up his roommate. 
But the roommate, Gilbert 
Wilson. testified he was an 
informant for the FBI, which he 
said had furnished the 
automobile, guns, ammunition 
and masks for the robbery. 
Wilson, who was not charged, 
was paid a $300 informant's fee 
in the case, Friederich said. 
Defense attorney William 
Billeaud told the jury in closing 
arguments Thursday that the 
robbery would never ha ve 
taken place without the 
assistance of the FBI. 
"Joe Giger is an innocent 
man, every bit as innocent as 
Gil Wilson," said Billeaud, who 
had personal experience as an 
FBI agent for seven years. "But 
Gil got the vote of the govern-
ment and $3f)() to boot." 
Giger testified he had told 
state agent Gregory Fernandez 
of the proposed robbery in 
advance, although he conceded 
that he had not talked with him 
in the week before the robbery 
attempt. 
Fernandez took the stand. 
however, to say that Giger was 
an ineffective informer who had 
attem{'ted to spy on the agency. 
He said Gi~er worked for the 
state criminal investigation 
departmect for several weeks 
GROCERY from Page 16 
decorate sp.!Cialty cakes. This 
service puts The Bakery in 
competition with the caterng 
servtce in the Student Center 
which also makes specialty 
cakes. 
The new shops were "fairly 
inexpensive projects," Corker 
said. The Grocery, formerly a 
food service office, was 
remodeled for 510,000. Cost to 
construct The Bakery and buy 
the needed equipment was 
about $24,000. 
Before Christmas break, The 
Grocery, which employs three 
students, averaged 200 
customers daiJy. It now has 
almost 300 each day, while The 
Bakery serves 500 customers a 
day. Daily sales at The Grocery 
are about $400 and about $350 at 
The Bakery. 
Prices at The Grocery varj 
by a few pennies in either 
directi(l:. from prices at area 
food '-'tores. The Grocery should 
be competitive without un-
dercutting prices, Corker said. 
How has the Student Center 
been afrected by increasing 
food service? The bottom line 
has been turned around in the 
past three years, Corker said. 
In 1980-81 food service lost 
590,000. Last year it earned 
about $61,000. 
When money is lost, it has to 
be subsidized by other depart-
ments, Corker said. While other 
schools have cut hours and 
services the Student Center has 
added services and become 
more self-standing. 
"A good offense is the best 
defense," Corker said. 
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in September, but had been 
dropped as an informer before 
his arrest. 
"He wasn't trying to bolster 
his credibility with the OCI," 
Friederich told the jurors. "He 
wanted the money inside the 
bank." 
Friederich argued that Giger 
had time to notify the statf 
agents immediately before thE 
robbery took place, but went out 
bar-hopping mstead. 
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SATURDAY: fREO·S. It ,oes without sayln •• 
This week: Doug McDaniel & The Bar Stars 
w/Woyne Higdon on tiddle. 
p----------------. I Save 25% I 
.: I Engine Tune Up I 
I For eXQmple: • 
"1 4 cyl. was $31 .50 now $23.63 I 
I Ulc Koenl. Expires I 
I Feb. 29, llJ841 
,-----------------r---------------, I Save 50% I 
I I /: I Front End Alignment I 
I Uic Koenl" Expires I • Feb. 29,1984. L _____________ ~, 
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.. elasslflN Informallon Rates 
(3 line minima III. approximately 
15 wonl.) 
One Day-ss cenb per line. per 
day. 
Two Day-SO cenu per line. per 
day. 
Three or Four Day~ c .. nts 
per Une, per day. 
Five thra Eight Oay!l-3k p~r 
line. per day. 
Ten thra Nineteen Days-33 
cenb per line, per day. 
Twenty or More Days-Z7 cenb 
per line, per day. 
All Classified Advertising mUllt 
lit> typed IIIld proce;sed before 12: 00 
DCAln to appear in next day's pub--
Iication. Anything processed after 
\2:00 noon will go in following day's 
·l\IbJication. 
The DaDy Egyptian cannot be 
responsible lor more than one 
day'. Incorrec:t insertion. A.d. 
verdun a.-e responsible for 
cbecklng thejr advertisement for 
erron. Erron not the falllt of the 
advertiser .latcb leaseo the valae 
of the advertisement will lie ad. 
jasiN. If yoar ad appears In-
cerrectly. or If you wisb to nncel 
year ad, can ~33n before 1%:00 
_ for cancellatiGa In tile ant 
dav'slssue. 
Any lid wbicb is canceIJed before 
expiration will be charged a $2.00 
service fee. An:, refund ~ $2.00 
will be forfeited due to the cost 
of ~=2n':':;~:~ified, 
Classified advertising mUllt be 
~~~~~~:t!b~~~o~ 
Automobile, 
1!173 ,,'ORD XL T 150 Truck. 
Automatic. 360 engine. $1995. Call 
549--3000. B4l77Aa93 
'78 MUSTANG 302· VB. Auto. TraIlS. 
AC. ~,P-b, T.~ am-fm stereo. I· 
~ 51 iiays. -2731 '''fA~A~I~ 
!s::3 ~~~dTOlx~~ft~~· c::Ct'i~~r 
:b~:J;,~ miles. $3800 nl?lt~~~ 
~~d.:¥~~1 ~;r~~~~hee~~' 
air cond., R. Det. New tires, 
~~s'!~ks~;:;il14~ ~2~~: 
TKE house. 4773Aa92 
"SPIDER WEB. " BUY and SI!II I 
usl!d furniturl! a:ld artiques. South 
on Old 51. 549-1782. B46:!9AfnO 
~~~rilLE. m:'!~!il V8. 4~~: 
~=~i.~wm~~:\·~~fl!~~ 
after 5 or weekends. 4797 Aa95 I_-~.~EC~O~N~D~IT~IO~N~E~D~-"'" 
1974 CAMARO 350 automatic new EQUIPMENT 
~2~.:~f-::~~~3lif.i=1~: :'~~~~~~~~~';.'i.!~:·bar. :~: 
Snapp.r 8h.p. 3(1" cuI R,d.,. $5SO 
1974 CAMARO RALLEY. Must Arians 7h.p. 26 cuI ~ider. $775 
O~lk. gwn~!lIg~~d~;li~fil!r$~~~ e:.,"!oS:: 2&: ~"-~:;:11~·r. SZ25 
p.m. 4384Aa93 Walk Mower. $140 
1978 MONTE CARLO. V6, fully MAIK WILLIAMS 
loaded. AM·FM stereo cassette, SMALL ENGINES 
I!xcellent meehanical condition, It. 127 S. 
air conditiolJ('d. $3200 or best oUer. (Uft4er the t_1 
457-8952. 4811Aa97 Muphysltoro 
1975 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS. ....21. 
Clean and probll!mless. $800. 549-- ---.. 
0874. 48U4Aa96 L J 
72 PONT. LEMANS 2Dr, ps great > • ____ Electronlcs ;~:J!r:e1M~~'M ~~ ~l54~~~ 
4809Aa94 ~~~~~s~~t~ ~~!~~, ~WI;f~ 
MUST SELl •. 1976 Le car, 59.()t)() palr6x9speakers.457.26154743Ag92 
mbodyi. ~ $r.~.4~~7. Clut~'t§~ 
WANG COMPUTER SYSTEM, 
r:: I ~~~:::t~ofi~t ~:lu~dCS~U~i ~Drt' and Servlc.. work station. 2C0 cps printer, Desk 
- . ~~~icafro~:r B~~l.'y~om~re'f~ 
ALTERNATORS '" STARTl!:1CS training manuals. word processing m':t~I~·. '1cwe:t 'rctfei~uffdu~~~ and pr0H.ram development soft· I 
Marion. Illinois. All work ~~·riC:.rl~~~~ !?l'!~ 
guaranteed. Call1.9971~k.'\bl!l7 p.m. BSOI7Ag99 I 
SANSUI RECEIVER 50 Watt· 




M< 'oreycl.. I 
HONDA 9HA, CARTERV.I~LE. MU3T. SELL: MCS receiver and 
1979 6 c~er. good cor,dlhon. spl!akers plus tuntable. ·)asis 
$1800. I· 52. 4..'I06AC97. ~I~~p ~:;l.~g $"..00 or ~1~~ 
~I E,tat. /1 "'-Dear Customer: "'lIlIIII L-=:: ______ -' Someone who knows you 
CRAB ORCHA«U LAKE. 40 acres. knows me and hos learned 
" mile frontage on blacktop road, thot Stereo and Te\evision 
~:[e:~~~i~~~\~~'l:~o'tok~r ~!~ Repoil"$ need not be expen· 
offer. 90 rrcent financing ~~kan~~::'sef~~I:~i~fia~ ~:r~a~~~~~ ~=t~f~:r105~~:: some day service. and oHer 
for apjl(!intment to see. This IS a free estimotes with 0 90 
bargaJD~! . 84280AdlOO day warrantee. like that 
OLDER MODERN HOME in someone you know, call 
Cobden. $5000 or $1000 down and Allen's T.V, and Save. 
terms. Phone 1-&33-600'.1. 4448Ad100 .... 549·5936 Allen'" 
.. "03 S. Graham .. ClWNERS MUST SELL. Make 
cffer-Homes from SIB,OOO-S80,OOO. 
~ellcr; ~:Eib~'e!,e fi~~~J~ 
oC Realty. carbondale~3521. 
84276Ad102 
Mob". Hom .. 
TIRED OF SLUMLORDS!!! Buy 
this like-DeoN ' BI 14xS+. 3 bedroom, 1", bath, central air, ad electric. 
~~75. ~en 
:1 
SAY I .10 on new or used 
Stereo eG:I!pm~nt or 'S on 
Stereo Repair by pr",sentin~1 
this ad ot time of purchase 
or when ullit is submiHed 
for repair. 
f(J Day Warranty on Service. 
90 Day Warranty on Used 
Equipment. 
TDK l~rt'n. Good. 
SA 90's $2.2Seo. 
MAXELL I
i RED 17' FIBERGLASS Canoe 
$100.00. Excellenl cond 121b 





SAVE $S on any Vic·20 or 
Commodore 64 Software or 
Game in stock bv presenting 
this ad at tim. of purchos •. 
Zenith ZTX·II TermiraJ with 
Buill·in Modem, Auto dial. 
$579 
Register for freo Vic·20. 
Pick up a copy of our new 
catclogu •. 
JIf.4IM 12t S. III. AN. 
(ocrosa from the old trQln stat~o"") 
Offer Good Thru Feb. 18. 19&4 ; 
STER~Q:-VIDiO 
SERVICE 
Quick. Reasonable. Relioble 






SOUNDCORE MUSIC. PA rentals 
:ru~~esj!~~:~rsas!.r~do~I!~~~~ 
amps, Jledal~ and delays. 715 S. 
Uruvl!rsityon the island. 457·5641 
4352An98 
HARDWJG'S HOUSE OF M'lSic. 
Spl!Cial· Used King SUpl!r 20 Silvl!!"' 
Sonic Tenor Sax . Band in· 
strument., guitars, amps and 
~~~fcpJ.l4~o~J. p~~r: f/~tt'!~a,~d 
549--2965. 463?An92 
MUSIC LESSONS, SAXOPHONE. 
~a~?i ~~~tt,~;,~:{/]~iCa, jazz 
4787An100 
------
PA RENrAL WITH SounJ man. 12 
channel board. 3 way mains. 2 
monitors. 100 ft. snaite. (:,,11 Davl!. 
457·7858 
GUITAR LESSONS. ROCK. 
F1aml!nco.&nd Classical. Call Sam 
Reeves. 687-4960. 4779An92 
GUITAR·"IBSON LES Paul. 
Excellent condition. Must sl!lI. 




BARGAIN HUNTERS. 2 bedroom ! ~~~~~~h!~t:r~~~~~!~~d~l)g 
M~~~::!: 549--~~~S ~B~f, 
We Buy. Sell, and Trade 
New and Used Stereo-
Video Equipment. II 
Highest Prices Paid, I 




OR unfurnished. large two 
bedroom. Carpeted. Quil!t. Mature 
adult~ No pets. Deposit. S!95. 549-
2888. B43;,IBa98 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED in 
beautiful coJoni::l stxle housC'. 
~~}~~eJ.I!~~~: :~a~~J~~~I'P!r 
~~ity Mall. S390 ~~c;r~ 
t~!r~~~~.)?v~::Z~~ l;~~: STERE"" very near campus. very com· 
SABIN AU~~ r~~!h~.s6~11~ ~~~~~~'~mor 
We ....... .ny ..... 1n --.. B4467P.a92 
40% 0" CARBONDALE BRAND NEW SIA.I~,.1t'~KERS ~~mse~~r.gYair.e:!iCi~~, ~ l"U~=~1s. .... =.1 AT plus sq. ft. On Union t·cli'7id. near 
Chedt t .... out ........... y... Cedar Creek Lake. "ill take lease 
~:ira~le k'\';'ui- ii:~<t~~ ~~~i9~w 12x60. 3 BEDROOM, gas stove '" 
569-0:.!U for iitlo. 24 brs. 4609Aa92 furnace. storage sbed, porcb, 
We Buy. Sell. & Trade Audio 
Equipment. 
TDK SA M"Yot~ lUI ~~i Z'~~or ~ugust 84. ~~:?~ 
MAXILL YDXLlI.. SI.M FURNISHED EFFI('JENCY 
1976 T.BIRD. EXTREMELY good ~~~m, kitchen. veg41~~ 
condition. S3OOO. Call529-5480. 
4382Aa93 




maintained. new steel beltei! 
~~:!1te~fr~~~~1~450. 529-
4760Aa94 
MONTE CARLO. 76. PS·PB. AM· 
FM. New parts. Always starts, 
nms good bilt rusty. $800.457·7579. 
4759Aa92 
-------
1979 CHEVETTE HATCHBACK, 
40.000 mi. new radials, AM·FM, 
f:f.~f5~ept ex. condition'4~~'l4 
~es~i\6:;i-.~9.~' :l~ 
4pm w~days. all day weekends. 
4774Aa94 
12x63 COMMODORE 1967, very 
clean, central air, waslier-dryer, 
~t;;tw ~~~c~~r=.· ~ 
or 457-11621. 4636Ae93 
12~!iJyF~c!i~j~. ~~a1~~~Pet 
t:cation, underpinned, stove, 
refrigerator, ·washer·dryer 
~l:s.~~~ie?' ~~ 
FOUND JOB, MUST move 107"...a. 2 
bedroom, furnishl!d. good con-
dition. $1850 or best offer. 549-8543, 
morns-eve. 4781Ae95 
10x55 TRAILER WITH 3Ox4 Foot 
addition. chimney for wood stove ~!Tl~;/~~n~~~~: ~1~~.Dt Hill 
4767Ae95 
---------------------1970 CHAPPARELL 12x60. New 
!=.~a~~~6~~.~~c::;nf:r 
occupancy. 549--7513. 4798Ae100 
AUDIO SPECIALISTS 
1 Year Experience Stereo 
Service. 
'49.849' 126 S. III. Ave, 
raeros. fro,", .he old .rain 110"0") 
Offer Good Thru Feb. IB.I9S4 
N.... SONy APARTMENT for rl!nt. C1osl! t" ~::LI. M.== ~tr.red·. W~!er~:1:\~~hairi.i°f 
.. M". TlCHNIQ included 522 ·3929. 457-542~~ 45?-
Y .. M .. "A PlC*ln 7403, 457-2134. B4610Hal'J5 
"A.MANI IDA_tlca EFFICmNGY APARTMENTS 
~:=ICMI uS:: FOR r~nt. Close to camllUS. 
I~==========. OPEN SUNDAYS formation. 4736Ba96 
I 
ANDMANYOTH ...... NDI !t7~ru ::~~~~~~18vf~~a:::~i-l!c~ 







549-6125 after S. B4633Ba92 
SEE US FOR 
AppI •• IBM & o.a.om. ~n~. ~¥.T. 3 bed~~B= 
'
Microcomputers 
ALSO NOW TAKING SPRING contracts 
. b ............... a ......... a. II'alnl"". ~!o~df.'!.~~~s~t~fs~~ 
I 
",SK US HOW YOU CAN duplex. 5;!9-1735, 457-9956. 
ftlOW HAVE "" APPLE FOR 84277Ba99 
II ~~=~~~. i:.~2!t3n!~?~~t?~eiJ~or~y utWtie~. storage, laundry. ·por. 
t:t~g1neLgW ;J~'~~ 
Must see to appreciate. ~2200. 457· 
8952. 4785Aa97 [ L_,;",.M,;",.I_IC .... > ... I_ID_n .......... " ... -__ ---.lJ,11 . TOK SA-90 
E~~ .. ~~UT~~€J ~~I~I.ean. available ~~';5r:s ~~-.... ~G.".r.>«"u I TWO 8iWROOM APARTMENT 
".-........ - - ..... :.:~." ..... - .. ,1. lumished, clean closetoSIU. ~ L ... eyel.. '. ~~~i1~Y~:'w:~:&:l. ~~~ 14 MONTE CARLO. Air AM·FM 
8-traa, good condition Siis. '79 
VW Ratol)it. Air. AM·FM. very 
IlOOd mileage. Very good condition 
J24OO. 457-7356. 4791Aa95 
:'bl~: :00 ~t!t~n:p' 54~~ 
Leave message please. 4799Aa95 
1973 OLDS CUTLASS, PS. PB. 
~n~·~:r~~:~~~~.~~t. 
4762Aa92 
1975 VEGA. MAROON. good body, 
~~r e~:r~' ~:~ ::~~~ ::mi 
Sp.m. 47l1OAa93 
MISS Kl'M'Y'S USED Furniture. 
~~ t':~ ~~l~~ ~'Zu{~r :w 
:'n~~' Free Delivery ~~ 
FEALISTIC STEREO SYSTEM. 
Turntable, receiver, speakers. 
~"'~~i~457~~t4~i;W. 
~~!~5.~:&'" ~~~~S ~.Ufl~. 
Judges GuJl~ and so forth. 20 
r::If:nUfJ_I~~rerytbiJ.n~T08 
t:~~~k~MS~~1t'5QJgices~"~~.y 
Cbainsaw, 14-in .. $80. HipllO 
Hands, $;10. 529-1379. 46S8Ai9:J 
Page IB, Daily Egyptian, February 3. 19&1 
MAXElL 
UDXLII90 $2.99 21 INCH FUJI eed F II UNFURNISHE;DlBE?)ROOM ~uipped $14(j.00.-5:1~. 46.'15~:& !f~~~n?:.t~ ~'Y.i1~~ 
LORAN 90 $3.19 MUST SF.LL: TREK touring 
bichcle. R='S frame, bar end 
DISCWASHERS $12.95 shi tera. 54 . Keeptry~4Ai96 
I: . Cam.,., I 
~~ I' TELESCOPE 8" F-8 Newtonian. iI lenses. clock drive, bl!avy dut , 
715 S. University siriu!O inquiries only, 5~~-454~. 
11.9-1501 eveningS. 5063Aj94 
1152. 4769Ba94 
EFFICIENC'~ APT. CLOSEto 
campus. Must sublet. Would be 
:1Pclo'1 tr~r~~e~*:n~e fon~ 
f~,I!~~fJ: 3~. Telepb~~o:!~ 
CAMBRIA-1 BEDROOM furnished 
apartm~t. Qui~ location. Ideal 
for serious student. $ISS-mth. No 
pets. 1-985-2577 after 5:00 p.m. 
. 4338Ba99 
NOW AVAILABLl-:, APART· I RDR HOUSE; located, 2', miles 1\I£f\TT for rent, Make sublease. from campus. Gas heat. ~. ~~Wiown Apt. 5D. Call Now gliances included. llnfurnish . 4794Ba100 
------- $~I.l~2~~5~ont~eave m~~~~ 
~i~~~.~!~~~~n~rS'~ :ra1t~d. -2 B. R. A:'ARTMENT for rent. 457·8242.l'!fter 3:30 p.m. 50211Ba95 ~~~:nf~~I~~:::~~e~ i~lud::' ~ ---CLEAr-; ONE BEDROOM. six ~S.811 W. Cherry. Cal'f529. ~~~rh~ :~~';avc~IW8i~: i~~Ys~~ - . 47768194 
.---
available noW.-529-358L B5024Ba96 AVAILABLE NOW, NICE fully 
OJliE BEDROOM APARTMENT furnished three bedroom house. ('!('Ce torampus. no pets. ~r~ on Oak SI. Full bath, panelled. $185 
per month. plus utilities. 5~:ir. 
THREE BEDROOM DOWNTOWN 
location. S200 per month. 529-3511 EFFICIENCY APARTMENT IN or 687-1200 ~ ve .. ings. 4808BIJ98 Murphysboro Redocora ted 
------------ --------faf7~~r4 ~:O~.~~~h Pick~1;;.~ ~'OUR BEDROOM HOUSE for 
ren!. 405 Wesl College. '>. block 
from University. one blOCK from APARTMENTS ~~fPing center. Fu.'"IIi=Bb~~~ 
SIU """,oved f« 
lOp~rfl and up 
,.'I ....... _"-" .. 'Wa' .... 
NOW lI"nN. fOIt 3 ~I. n..d , more AYOllabl. j.,,~to"'" 
lUMMI ... 'ALL ~,,;,,;:·=a."!r.'"i~UI= :=' 
F..,tutlng: Efflel....,I ... 2 & 3 bel. I. PktuN .... c....-... ,"" ___ 
Spilt level opts. =!I~~ ~~Iooi~'I~K~.:,r. Wlth: Swimming pool =th ""tok. AV1Ji~i~t 11950· 
Alt conditioning 
Wall 10 _" carpeting a. nor.. -...- HouM. 2 poop'. Fully furnl.hed I"IIMdI~Fuml""'.W01-"'~"'C.yt'JI'd 
Cabl.TV ...... Ic. A",allabl. u",l"rIedlately fr_ renl am'" F.b "5 
Maintenanc:e sentic. 6O'IN Almand 
Charcool gtills e_ nw.. .... _ Duple." .. ""., .... 
tmm.diat.ly ~-mon'" or coukt ,." ~ per 
ANDYEl MdrOOfft boI'S:. HMlt and wot.r j'1CludetI to-
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS ~-: .... .r to ". ... ';r~ on W~t 1~ of 
Fc-t ,nf_tlon .t.." by- So four -..- fpIIt-Lewei ........ 
The Quads Mill. eot.f Dn Patk f,~ Wall J 9'rl, ~ I 
1207S. Wall onor.~non SI25·mcnrh.All UblitiMlnclu<Md 
457-41ta 4I7-4U1 
SHOW APARTMENTS A~:.~~~l::.s Mon .. wed .. Fri.. 
1·5r;m liE HOUR HUNTIRS 
$ot .. '1-3pm i....t your aporm..t ............. ted? 
HE HOUR HUNtERS 
FURNISHED ONE s.9-3376 Lambert R..,lty 
BEDROOM 1OC)W.Moln 
APARTMENTS NOW .. nIl,.. For Sprlne 
4 Blocks From Campus Hou ... CIOM to c.mpln 
Water. Sewer. and Newly ltetno4ele4 Furnished or Unfurnished Trash Pick Up Included. 
.-Ied<C!<>fn: «l5s ..... .,.o;e 
Laundry Facilities, AC, 208 Hospital Drive 
and Carpet. $22(Hnonth :zo9W .. tCheny 2·lIedtoom: SCM S. Hayes n 
Furnished 
lM"'''''L MECCA APAIn'MIN1S 549·3376 or 529·".9 54 .... 1D 
Now R.nting f« Spring. NOW RENTING FOR Efficiencies and 1 bed.oom apts_ 
FALL OR SUMMER No pet •. laundry focilities. 
lOy ....... NEWLY REDONE (2 blocks trom campu') APARTMENTS AND HOMES 5161 .... 11 .... 
54'·2454 457-7M1 CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
One to seven bed.oom hou_ 
COMIS" -I One 10 lou. bedroom .... _ts PARKTOWN APARTMENTS 529-1082 or 549-3375 
TODAY 
I I Perte<:t f!'lr pro'e'5s'ongls. 900 + sq. Moll". Hom .. ft. Air. carpeted petio. lighted parking and <abl. TV. Behind Car. 
bandal. Clinic. Two bedroom CLOSE TO CAMPUS, I2:JdiO two 
opnrtments ovoi'oble bedroom. No pets, reasonable 
WOODRUFF SERVICES ~~'I:W~fu~ 8'i~: ~!t~~anru:~ 
457-3321 mnd 6. South Highway 51. Cable 
T. V_ Available. 3685Bc92 
Now ,aking Spring cont.act. lor NICE ONE AND two bedroom, efficiencies. I bed.oom and :2 bed· ~~i~~_~~~ose to camJ~~ toom opt. 3 block. ftom Campus. 
Nope,.. 
G .... WIIII .. _ .......... EXCEPTIONALLY NICE 
510 I. IIfth'Mllty ~~~~~. Iti:5i1!nb~~:~ 457·7M154.-2454 r:n crose to cam~12i &. Ulliversity 
I Hou ... I mon.1~ ~~~i er parkB:l.~~ SOUTH WOODS PARK_ 2 
BEAUTIFUL HOUSES. ONE. two bedroom. $13ct. :l bedroom, 
or three bedrooms. Available ~~k1~:q~i~t ~~.t5gf~~at, immediately. Gas heat. well in· 
:..~e:nl~~f. ~~!,~_Ialte B4474Bcl03 
843278b!17 TRAILERS CLOSE TO cam~. 
SOUTH WOODS PARK. Small 2 Still a few left from l!a25 to . Don't waste money. II us. 529-bedroom home on Pleasant Hill 1444. B4278Bc105 Road $200_ 529-1539_ 84475Bbl03 
NICE HOUSE FOR Rent. Close to ONE BEDROOM REDUCED rent 
towli Ir campus. 4 or 5 bedroom. No pets please. 457-8352 t~~~ 
ew-m::.'rfe::m r=!!~ &Yi AVAILABLE NOW, NICE 2 549-4935_ 47l1Bbl05 bedroom mobile home_ Near 
CEDAR LAKE AREA, 15 min. :.pua. $190-month. N0&:iB~ 
SIU, 2 bdrm. energy effiCient 
=:,~~~~~:~~_pets4"':h1:- CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER 
heating bills? One bedroom 
GOR:iEOUS ROOM FOR Rent in apartments. Comr.letely fur-
spacious luxurious home. Rent r!~~e~de1 ~or :~fe: orer::n1 :Ie,.~t!~~~~~arn in ya7iaM~ University Mall. Heat, water trasb 
pick-up and lawn maintenance 
VERY NICE 4-BEDROOM brick IIlCludeO_ Rent range $155 to $172 a 
house, furnished or unfurnished, 2 month. Available now! Phone 54t-
miles. east. quiet area. ~~108 66t2 clays. 549-3002 aftl!!' 5&'rSc101 
----
HOUSE, CLOSE TO campus, TWO RBDRooM REDU<.'ED fml. 
subl1!ase, 2-bedroom. Clill berCH'e 5. Available now. No pets please .• 57-
549-5836, 4771Bb96 8352 after 4 p.m_ 4441BcIOI 




BEAUTIFUL 14' WIDE Trailer. 
One person needs one more to 
sublet Feb.·May. Feb. free. 
SI47.50-mth. 529·1416,457·6839. 
4793Bc95 
12X50 FRONT &. Rear Bdrm. One 
or two r,erson rate. One mile south 
of SIlT. ,lay 52!0 1291. B5roORrllO 
-----------------SOUTH OF CAMPUS. nice clean 
one bedroom with fenced in yard 
and 1001 shed. $120.893-4368. 
5039Bc96 
--~---.--------
ONE BEDROOM EFJo'ICIENCY. 
f:a'~ rJg<:~7~urni~hed ~~~ 
-----------------
12x60. :? OR 3 bedroom, furnished 
or unfurnished, carpeted&, ac. 
::~~e~:.~~~~~!~f. rry 
B5033BcIOI 
NOW RENTING FOR summer and 
fall. Quiet country setting, :? 
bedroom central air. low summer 
rates, Call 457-2179, weekdays. 





e1 or 2 baths 
e 2 or 3 bedrooms 
e$145·$360 
~OIili'~ O",'~" North of Campus. 
OMfS SingleRatfl 
~ Availabl. 
...-. .... 1 ... ". ~ 
~ "HWY 51 NORTH 549-3000 
ROYAL RENTALS 
AVAILABLE NOW 
2 Bdrm. Apt. $3OO-mo. 
404 E. College 




WANTED; ONE FEMALE to 
sublease three bedroom trililer. 
Clean, non-smoker preferred. 
Washer-dryer_ $109.33-mo. 549-7781 
or 457-63112. Dawn. 4763Be92 
GIRL TO SHARE 3 bedroom 
house. Close to campus. Contacl 
~;~{ An~ between _3~IiW~ 
NEED 3RD ROOMM"TE in " 
house $IOll-month and one-third 
g:!~i~~~~ S~rib~.~~I~ 4~07-~;f:k~ro: 
Mark. 4780Be95 
ROOMMA TE NEEDED. LO\RGE 
bedroom. $l1!i-month, ~iel nei~h-
~~~~~~~J~w throug ~~&Bei4 
WA"1TED-NON-SMOKING 
female-male roommate to share 
k~rc~~nh~~dec!\gfJ~~~. r(~::e~: 
pensivo> :.':;:~I; SI25.00-month plus 
one-hfth utilities. 457-2610. 
4782Be92 
WANTED RESPONSIBLE 
ROOMMATE for Lewis Park 
~:f:.~"J~nts. Rent plus '. ~W};~e~ L DupI •••• 
LARGE UNFURNISHED 2 
~~~~':-"{::cl~':felj.XG~~t r~~l~~: 
1735. 457-6956. 4190Bf94 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX in 
bellutiful colonial style house. 
~k"J;7n~'IUd~erCI=~~ ~a~~~ ~ Umversity Mall. S390~r month. 
529-2533. B4147Bf99 
CARTERVILLE 2 BEDROOM. 
Carpel, AC, large back yard. very 
QUIet P~ts O. K 529-15.19. 
B4476BfJ03 
Molin. Home Lot. 
BIG. SECLUDED SHADY. mobile 
home lots. First month free. $-I;" 
month. We ray $100 for moving . 
Raccoon Valley. South Hwy. 51. 
Call. 457-6167. B4423BI98 
m'3'tB'ij·el 
CRUISESHIPS ARE HIRING' SI6-
~a?r! ~~rri~~rde~aw8i~e~C:;~ 
Newsletler. H916)-944-4440 Ext. 
Southern Illinois Cruise. 4297Clll 
AIRLINES ARE HIRING' Flight 
Attendants, ReservatiOl1ists! S14-
39.000. Worldwide! Call for 
P;~~m:44~OideEx~~wS~~~i~'e/~ 
D1inois Air. 4298Clll 
LOCAL FINANCIAL INS. Looking 
for an experienced proof operator-
bookkeeper, Send resumes to: Box 
16. coo Daily Egyptian, Com-
mWlication Building, Carbondale, 
IL 62901. Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 84612<:'95 I .00 .... JI SMOKERS WANTED! IF you :r::taereKir:.'tler~::dag~!hrr~ PRIVATE ROOM, HAVE private 
refrigerator, twin cylinder door 
locks. large dining room and 
¥t~~. ~hat:.~:e ~3f:U:~ ~ipmenl. very near camp'us. 
&11 fsf-~~:S:~~~J::I~~Ji 
of University Iibrary_ B41fi6Bd93 





campus. $17!>-month. 549-5596 after 
5 p.m. 84426Bd98 
~~~ ROOMS AT good ~~~Jt~ 
participate in a market research 
~:;~~te!~,T~~'Ws. f4~1:~ 
PART TIME: INTERVIEWERS 
lII'anted. Spend a "Ieasanl day 
~~\ p::::~!;. ~~e:ilfea~~el 
evening hours abailable. wnl 
train_ 1-985-2666. 4713C92 
~:!ep~~~!~~~i HOr;r:;,\i_~~_SI. 
M:"";;!r~' Equal Opr~~~ 
FEMALE DANCERS. "CHALET" 
in Murph.lsboro. $5.00 ~r hour 
~_tiPS_ l>ply in person. ~~i 
I .oOm .... , .. 
TYPIST, PART TIME. Saturday. 
Sunday only. 8;3Qa.m.-5:00p.m. 3-5 
'11 month job. $4.00-$4.!\O per hour. 
Send resume to P. oJ_ Box 8, 
Marion, Ulinois, 62959. B463OC92 
..II O. J. 's NEEDED AFTERNooNS_ 
ROOMMATE NEEDED. RT_ SIS. 
Nicei quiet felace. DIshwasher, r~i. ace, wa er paid for. ~~B~ 
ROO!dMATE WANTED. $9 0-
month. Nice trailer at Roxanne 
• Mobile. Can 5Z!f-3779 after :&Wi!95 
3 BEDROOPi HOUSE. 2 peopl 
need 1 more. FurniShed, wisher-
:ter, nice yard. 609 N_ Almond_ 
45 -4334. 84451 BeUIO 
LARGE LISTING OF PecJple with 
places to share. Let us do the 
~~~n~o~nl J~~~':a'e fVin~f:~ 
Service 529-2241. 4747Be112 
MALE OR FEMALE. 
BEAUTIFUL secluded rarmhouse. 
500 acres, private )lUnd, adjoins 
~1~.13 miles from ca~mlJi 
HELP! ROOMMATE NEEDED 2 
blocks from campus. Cheap rent -




a.m. and 6:00 p.m. B4631C92 




Air. . 5021CllO 
CRUISESHIPS HIRING! $16-
~aYr! ~~~rde~w~t~:-::' 
Newsletl.~r. 1-916-944-4440, Ext_ 
Southern minois Cruise. 502OCllO 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR 





visiting position starting August 
~rih~~:n t~I~~aJb ~~~~~~~ 
a member of tf;,. illinOIS State Bar 
Preference will u" tlj"l(~n to ap· 
plicants with teachmg experu,nce 
Experience supervising paralegals 
is deSirable. Apl!lican! will leach 
one C'Jurse titreil . , Estates lind 
M::~h ';. ~~I~-:n~0~;:f.~a~~~~~7~ 
Profe5sor Browning Carrat!. 
Coordinator. Paralegal Studies 
Program, C-Q College of Liberal 
Arls, Dean-s Office, SIU at Car· 
bondale. Carbondale. IL 629UI 
1m~~~i~enA~~~~k~,~g;!~niIY' 
50 I 8C92 
INTERESTJ,;D IN POLITICS? The 
John Glenn l'residenlial Campaign 
ne"ds vo!;"mleers. If intereslea. 
call Julie at 529-1802 or 529-5300. 
___ ~ _______ WY7~ 
CASE MANAGER fOR 
chronicallv mentally ill. B. A. in 
mental health field plus one fear 
:fr.~~he~~enuffl;!er~e'ij. ~a aN~ 
ro~:e~ltli~~leli~ro~~mj~f:ug;,e 
Counseling Services. Inc. P. O. 
548. Anna, IL 62906_ 5037C97 
"-thel'·pnn·-I 
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and 
regular. Cassette tapes tran-
scribed. Termpapers, theses-
dissertations, bOok manuscripts. 
~~n~if:~in~~:;:i~~~~~~fr' 
______ . 3374E159 
STOR-N-LOCK MINI 
WAREHOUSES. 707 E. College 
St.. Carbondale, self storage Units. 
many sIzes avaIlable. low monthly 
rales. for more info. call 529-1133. 
B3612EI03 
TYPING THE OFFICE. 4I.l9 W. 
Main Street. 549-3512. 4203E95 
CLOTHING ALTERATIONS. 
EXPERT st>amstress.Lowest 
triCes. 1182 East Walnut. (Behind 
~~~v~:t~t~57'~~~~~)' loa~3Z8~97 
~fd~~I;!~Si~~!t~a a~e~:~'s '!h~ 
~1;CJ::reMoteL 825 Eai!I~~~ 
I AIM DESIGN Studio garments 
~~i!\~:r~ti~'~t,~t~ ~~~uction 
_________ BttnE97 
BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR. 
=~~ &.&re:t~~u~U:u~;t~~e 
made parts. Over 311 yrs_ e'(-
perience. 337 Lewis Lane.~~~ 
:olEED A PAPER typed? IBM 
Selectric, fast .. accurate_ 
Guaranteed no errors_ 549-2258. 
4485E98 
FAITH TEMPLE INFANT Day 
Care Center has openings. Ages six 
weeks to four years. 529-3546. 
4526Egg 
ALTERATIONS AND SEWING. 
Men • Women. custom tailoring. 
exert alterations of all kinds_ The 
~:~~~~i&~oSe1~s~::~: 
44S5ElOO 
TYPING EXPERIENCED, LOW 
:~~.tJn~:.&s~S' et~~1 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 
available at The Hair Lab. Call 
Dinah Anderson. Electrology 
Therapist. 529-1477,529-3905. 
B4440EIOI 
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, 
~ct~~al d~i~~ti::;,. a~:R~h\:: 
457-464i6_ 4692E 103 
BRAKE WORK, LOWEST rates 




Carbondale - Chicago 
STAND-BY FARE 
$45 one way 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 
100-642-1333 




~{~~~~~~l:l~ ·ratpsQ~;~.~626 work 
4734EI06 
-~----
WANTED TO BVY. Class rings, 
old gold &. silver, broken jewelry 
coins, scrap slerlinf silver, old 
c;i~ess2:J ~~h~~linoi:h~eve~~j 
45;-6831. B4439FlOO [i LOST 
LOST: LADIES SEIKO gold w-
black leather band. I;?St in 
l.awson, 1-30-84. Has C. E. F. 12-
25-81 on back. If found please call 
457-4438. Rewh!"d. 4783G94 
Ir-'WHOW:.!':;-I 
BAl.l.ooN BOUQUETS. $12.50 and 
$15.1l0. We deliver We also have 
~~y~~ ~~~. S~:lyir~/r~~~~~Scr~~y 
Cooter Clown Service. 45Hll54. 
4514199 
f 'iWH'WdiNihM I 
listen to the 
Bill Wh .. tley 
and Family Program 
Every Saturday 12: 15pm 
onWXAN 
Radio 103.9 FM 
ATTENTION SIU SUNBATHERS' 
~urf's up but our prices aren't! 
rill~ JaU;; f~O:~~ny ~~~1. b':t 
~~;~~e!~~:J1:e'!i'Z~~~fr~; 
c!ubS, too' Call, Luv Tours (800) 
368-2006, ask for Annette. 4434J 119 
GREAT SKATE TRAIN -
~:.~/ooee ewry Sunday 
/ (~\ 
\ SMILE TOOA~ 
\ {~-B.... pert If the Ite""" 
..... S ..... ur.AIMn 
.,. IMIt SIU-C '" • WIlY 
_"" !flY. AftMII • SLA 
iItt.mt IIMfiII .M M • pert 
II the .... IIICCtItItI taM 
iI fIwn. 
Sunday, Feb. 5, 3:00pm 
Student Center 
Mississippi Room 
Sunday, Feb. 5, 7:00pm 
Lentz Dining Hall ."5 
Monday, Feb_ 6, 10:00am 
Student Center 
Mississippi Room 
~ ..... ,.~t4 
VitI .... ,. 8 •• , 
J_,.IIIk~ 











I ",/f ,."., 
HA 
Heppv 20th Glryl 
Which If ... ld you lit 
• stank or. qUiche? 
-PhrOit StaFft 
Bai Chrirttff 
C.II J. D.n, 







D.1ta left Sisters 
of Bett T.u 
Your A Z Sisters 
••••••• D.y 
'1.00 for 10mlnut .. 
.tWham 11. 
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Vogel's squad receives break, 
hope it extends i11tO road nleet 
By Jim Lexa 
S~orts Editor 
SJU -C's women gymnastics 
team caught a break Thursday 
when it found out that Sunday's 
home meet against Indiana \\ as 
postponed. 
The Salukis, already having 
problems this season because of 
injW'ies to key performers, will 
be at Indiana State Saturday. 
Because of a mix-up Indiana 
was on SIU-C's schedule for 
Sunday. Indiana was 
rescheduled to take part in a 
triangular along with TIlinois 
State Feb. 26. 
"That saved us," Coach Herb 
vogel said. "This weekend 
could have been a killer for us." 
Injuries have been a key 
problem for the Salukis l-~. 
Another problem the gYF.,nasts 
~ ~~ ~~~~:~~~ ~!~~ i~r~c¥h: 
ISU meet wi:! marK the "quad's 
fifth meet in 16 days V'lge)'s 
squad had been competin.,; with 
the men's track team for 
practice tIme when the weather 
wa!' colder. The gymnasts had 
their practices eu! short the last 
two Thursdays by nearly two 
hours each day because the 
men's basketball team had 
home games. 
One of Vog~l's midweek goals 
was to "come out of the 
weekend alive." With the In-
diana meet postponed, his 
squad has a better chance of 
doing it. Vogel, though, is leary 
of his team's chances of leaving 
1St' with a win. 
"The environm('nt there is 
not really good for a meet." 
"ogel said. 
This meet will mark the first 
time in three years that Vogel 
will be taking his squad to ISC. 
only because the two teams are 
in the Gatewa\l Confere['"-
Vogel said that 1St' Cc _ 
Grete Treiber has a ' strong 
control over the judges." 
"The juJging there was 
probably an unfair situation to 
put a team of gymnasts into," 
Vogel said. 
Vogel said that in the past his 
squad could be beating iSU by a 
large margin if the scoring was 
accurate, but the judges "would 
keep it close." 
l\IATCHUP from Page 24 
fourth place in the Valley, a long 
with the Salukis, 'Bradley, and 
Creighton. Sycamore Coach 
Da ve Schellhase said he would 
settle for fifth place, however. 
"The key is to get in the 
fourth or fifth spot," Schellhase 
said. "That would be an 
idealistic goal since it would put 
Wi in a good place for the 
tournament. " 
The top four teams play host 
in opening ·round games in the 
MVC tournament, but the fifth 
place team receives a con-
solation of sorts for playing on 
the road - it plays the fourth-
place team. 
The Sycamores are not piling 
up points with the same verve 
as last year's team, which 
avpraged 84.3 points per game, 
10th best in the nation. In his 
~clteri~;s~ fnO:r~~~~:dse~rS:;>~: 
sition basketball to ISU. 
Although the Sycamores are 
still a Cast-break team, they've 
played in lower-scoring con-
tests this season. _ 
"They can still score a lot of 
points in a hurry," Saluki Coach 
Allen Van Winkle said of 
Saturd"y's opponents. 
ISU is averaging fewer 
points, 76.2 this season, but 
they're surrendering fewer, too. 
They've given up 74.4 this 
season after yieldmg 88.3 last 
year_ 
In compcil"!son, the Salukis 
are averaging 76.6 points and 
yielding 74.4, just fractions 
apart from the ISU figures. 
The SycamorEs are led by 
John Shennan Williams, a 6--5 
forward who is averaging 20.7 
points and 6.2 reb'lunds per 
game. A sophomore, he is the 
MVC's third-leading scorer_ 
WIlliams' running-mate at 
forward is 6-4 Matt Brundige, 
who is averaging 12.8 points and 
6.1 rebounds. Brundige, a 
senior, scored 41 pomts in his 
last two game.;. "Matt is the 
kind of player th.:tf will figure 
out Wi'ys to win big games for 
you," Schellhase said. 
Center Mark Golden, 8.6 
tlOirts and 5.0 rebounds, and 
freshman point guard Bryan 
Kegerreis cracked Indiana 
State's starting lineup in its last 
three games. Kegerreis 
replaced senior Al Cole. He 
scored nine points against 
Creighton Monday night. 
"Bryan is jWit a freshman, 
but he's a good defensive 
player," Schellhase said. "He's 
made a few mistakes at the 
point but with experience he'll 
be good." 
Golden, a senior, is a small 
center at 6-8, but he has 
managed a 62.5 field goal 
pe·~~~~tgea~d~O~fer~rc:t:i: 
P.~dh~~s' ~n ~~~:N~~S:co~:~~; 
Golden displayed his scoring 
abilities to the Salukis in the 
first half of the Salukis' win in 
Carbondale by firing in six of 
seven shots, mostly from 
outside. 
Indiana State's other starter 
will probably be second guard 
Rick Fields, averaging 11 points 
per game. 
The Sycamores split their last 
two games, both on the road. 
They came from behind to beat 
Drake 85-82 Saturday before 
falling to Creighton Monday, 92-
74. 
Despite being 3-5 in the 
conference, Indiana State has a 
chance to make ~;> ground in 
the second half of the MVC 
season. Five of the Sycamores' 
eight remaining games are at 
home, including fiV2 of their 
next six. They'll play only one 
game on the road during 
Fd;ruary. 
TJ-(? Salukis, meanwhiie, hc1ve 
the roughest portion of their 
scht::dule ahead. Four of their 









Five Salukis to compete in meet Miss J eri .. lyns 
(formly Mundo's) By Steve Koulos 
Starr Writer 
Five members of SIU·C's 
women track squad will corr· 
pete Saturday night at tlie 
Mason-Dixon Games in 
Louisville, Ky. 
The Mason-Dixon Game~ .viU 
be held for two davs with the 
world .:Jass athletes competing 
on Friday and the ~lidwt!st 
colleges and club teams on 
Saturday. The invitational is 
designed for individuals and no 
team scores will be kept. 
The five participants for the 
Salukis are SydneY Edwards in 
the SO-yard hurdies and long 
jump, Sally Zack in the 2-mile 
run, Sue Anderson in the long 
jump and high jump, Kim Frick 
in the high jump and Rhonda 
McCausland in the shot put. 
"I decided a long time ago I 
was going to take a small 
group," women's track Coach 
Don DeNoon said. "I would 
rather sit back and let the in-
~"situation take care of it-
Sidelined with injuries are 
Denise Blackman, pulled 
hamstring; Lisa Reimund, 
stress fracture in her left knee'. 
Karen Cooper, groin pUll; and 
Karen Russell, broken wrist. 
Blackman's iiljury is not 
serious and she should be ready 
for the Eastern Invitational on 
Feb. 11, DeNoon said. Reimund 
had a cast put on her left leg and 
is expE'cted to miss the 
remaincler of the indoor SE'ason 
She will be sidelined for at least 
six weeks. 
"Basically, the sprinters are 
working on their endurance this 
week and the jum~rs are 
getting in more time, ' DeNoon 
said. "We are trying to do the 
best we can. I hope we make 
progress instead of going back· 
wards." 
DeNoon said he was not 
disappointed with the Salukis' 
performance in last Saturday's 
quadrangular meet, w.on by 
host Indiana. SIU-C finIshed 
last and registered only three 
points in its first meet of the 
season. 
"Our opponents wer~ ~eady 
and they had proper tramlng at 
Ex-teammate blames Heiden 
for skating's lack of funding 
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia 
(AP) - Er:c Heiden took five 
gold medals away from the 1980 
Winter Olympics and returned 
little or nothing to speed 
skating, a former teammate 
charged Thursday. 
With the Olympic torch to be 
lit at opening cererr.onies next 
Wednesday. Erik Henriksen, an 
alternate on the 1980 U.S. 
speedskating team, ignited the 
flrst controvf'rsy by cnticizing 
Heiden, whe will bt' ari ABC 
commentator during the Winter 
Games. 
"Tho:! 'SO Olympics bring back 
fOhd memories, something I 
don't want to forget," said 
Heiden in a ABC press release, 
He entered Stanford 
University and will graduate in 
June. He hopes to attend 
medicai school and a career in 
sport!, medicine. 
Since 1980, Heiden also en-
tered competitive cycling and 
served as a commentator for 
ABC in several speed skating 
and cycling events. 
"He disappeared from our 
sport for four years," 
Henricksen said. 
"His visibility would have 
given the sport more visibility," 
he said. "We could have used a 
personality, an Arnold Palmer-
type of personality. Someone 
who could court public ex-
posure. 
"He could have brought the 
sport the funding it needs and 
set it up in away that he thought 
would produce the best 
results," Henrickson said. 
Career Enhancement Week 
Monday. F.b ... Fri •• Feb. " 
Monday, Feb •• th 
1:00,.m. 
How To Write The Successful Re.um" 
(MissiHippi River Room) 
Sponsored by COBA 
6:10p.m. 
Illinois 8 .. 11 Morketing Stn"tegie. 
(Bollroom C) 
Spon.ored by PSE 
7:00p.m. 
Job Outlook For 191J.1 
(BolircomA) 
Sponsored by Alpho Kappa Psi 
Tuesday, Feb. 7th 
1:"p.m. 
Chang.s & Opportunities In The 
Insurance lndustry 
(BoliroomC) 
Sponsored by SAM 
3:00p.m. 
Marketing 01 A N'9W Product 
(Bollroomr 




Sponsored 1.0, Psi Sigma E~lIan 
7:11pm 
G.T.f. Ma llell Breakup And Career 
Opporfuniti.s 
(BoliroomA) 




Sponsored by AMA 
Weclnesclar, Feb •• th 
,.:OIp .... 
Soles Opportuniti .. Within Xerox 
(BoliroomA) 
Spansored by SAM 
6:00p.m. 
Job Seeking Strategies For Tlte job 
You Want 
(Mininippi Room) 
Spon.ored by COBA 
7:00p.m. 
IBM Compu ..... Tadv,ol"0 And Coree. 
Opporfun.'es . 
(Boll room A) 
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi 
I:OOp.m. 
Entrepreneurship: Starting 0 New 
Business 
(BoII,come) 
Sponsored by AMA 
Thursday. Feb. 9th 
1:Mp.m. 
How To Succeed In The Interview 
(lilinoi. ~iver Room) 
SFonl(' ed by COBA 
5:31p.m. 
Car_r £nhancement W .... 
Bonquet 
Every_ Welcome 
$8.00 IIoliroom B 
I" ..... Brochures \ "i '. . available at Rehn Hall . ' Rm.114 :, ~--
that point of time," DpNoon 
said. "We didn't have the 
training facilities and the other 
schools were competing in the 
first week of January It "{as the 
fourth meet of the season for 
Indiana and the third meE't for 
both Wisconsin and Ohio StatE'.·· 
Dln't let the B" Bel' D,wn 
Fridav Special 
BACARDI 151 g Mixer 75~ 
~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ LIllI _an • HOURS 
e '~ ~. 7DAYS 







Cake or Glazed Donu""S2.39 Doz. 
Appl. Plo(10 Inch) S3 •• 5 









CARTON OGARmES 57.47 






u.coratecl l.riCh Layer Cak. $6.50 
Decoratecl ~ Sh_t Cake $6.50 
Decoratecl Y2 Sh_t Cak. $10.00 
For Special Orden Call: 453-2616 
........ ber Valentin.'. Day with 
a SWEntfEART Cak.·S2.99+tax 
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Men seek to nab season swim goal 
8" Scott Rich 
SiafC Writer 
A season goal is on the line for 
the men's swimming team and 
Coach Bob Steele when the 
Salukis host the Cincinnati 
Bearcats in their final dual 
meet of the season at the 
Recreation Center pool 2 p.m. 
Saturday. 
The goal, to finish the dual 
meet season with a 7-1 record, is 
realistically in the bag Steele 
said. 
"Our team dep,th is too much 
Cor Cincinnati,' Steele said. 
"They always have some good 
swimmers, but we're too good 
oC a dual meet team Cor them to 
beat us at this point in the 
season." 
Bearcat assistant Coach Tom 
KeeCe agreed with Steele's 
assessment of the meet. 
"We don't really have a 
chance against SIU. They're a 
very good dual meet team," 
Keefe said. "They have too 
much depth Cor us at this point 
in the season." 
Kecfe said that his team 
would only bring nine men to 
compete ag~st the Salukis. 
"We're only bringing the 
:OJ.!~ K;~e !ft"w':~no~!: 
can't beat SIU, so we're just 
hoping to swim good times. 
We'll be disappointed if we don't 
swim well." 
The Salukis, ranked No. 10 in 
the NCAA, are taking a dif-
ferent strategy in the meet 
against Cincinnati. 
"We're going to swim some 
people in alternate events," 
Steele said. "I hope to 
strengthen our Iint'up by ex-
perimenting with tht' events 
people swim and we'll u.'1e this 
meet as a preview." 
Steele said Cincinnati is not so 
weak that the Salukis can 
automatically put another mark 
in the win column. 
The Bearcats, 6-2, are led by 
Swedish stars Ulf Ornhjelm and 
Eckhard Neubauer. 
Ornhjelm !lwam a Cincinnati 
pool-recor~ of 4 :34.02 in the 500 
freestyle in a dual meet against 
Tpnnessee &:turday, but Saluki 
distance swimmers Andr .. z 
Grillhammar and Gary Brink-
man have both turned in iaster 
times. 
Brinkman has gone ,,: 28 and 
Grillhammar 4: 29 in the event. 
Steele said his distance men 
will be going Cor the NCAA. 
standard in the 500 fref' during 
Saturdays meet. 
"] know we can meet the 
standard in the 1,650 free," 
Steele said, "but the standard 
for the 500 free is harder to 
make." 
Steel>! said h(' will enter 
Erwin Kratz, who is usually a 
200 swimmer, in the event to get 
the ~ace off to a "blistering 
pace". 
"1 don't know if Erwin can 
han~ in there for the whole 
race," Steele said, "but I thbk 
he will give the first 250 a much 
fast.er pace. That s what we 
need to get the standard." 
Neubauer swims the butterfly 
and individual medley for the 
Bearcats and his best times are 
1 :53.34 in the 200 fiy and 1 :57.68 
in the 200 1M. 
Saluki swimmer Gerhart! 
vonderWall has a season-best 
time of 1 :52.n in the 200 fiy. 
nearly a second faster than 
Neubauer. 
SIU-C's Joakim Sjoholm has 
turned in a 1: 56.8 in the 200 1M, 
~~;ae;~~ a=~nd faster than 
Diving Coach Dennis Golden 
said the cpm~titiOil on the 
~f~~ff~rds s ould be "very 
Cincinnati's top performer on 
the springboards is Dan Ed-
dingfleld. Eddingfield has 
qualified for the NCAA 
Regional championship on both 
boards with scores of 299.10 on 
the one-meter and 317.40 on the 
three-meter board. 
The Saluki diving squad is led 
by Nigel Stanton. Stanton 
posted a lifetime-best score of 
304.65 on the one-meter board 
Satu"day at Iowa. 
Golden also has a pair of 
potent performers in Jim 
Watson and Tom Wentland. 
Both divers have consistently 
placed in the tOl three during 
this season's dUed meet season. 
Men netters to battle Indiana 
Ge<>rge Pappas 
Staff Writer 
The Indiana Hoosiers will 
open their tennis season against 
SIU-C at th(' Egyptian Sports 
Center at 2 p.m. Friday. The 
Salukis are IH. 
The Hoosiers rmished ninth in 
the Big 10 conference last year 
after compiling a 12- ,0 record. 
One of their wins was a 6-3 
triumph over the Salukis. But, 
the Hoosiers have lost thei!- !\,jo. 
1 and 2 singles players, Bill 
Funk and Pablo Salas, to 
graduation. 
The Salukis, on the other 
hand, lost David Filer and John 
~rief to graduation. They also 
have Rome Oliquino ant: 3cott 
Krueger on the mjury list. The 
!~~!S '9a:lo:a\~h ~~~d::b~l~ 
Saluki Coach Dick LeFevre is 
well aware of the Hoosier 
lineup. 
"They have some good 
players down the line," 
leFevre said. "Their No.2, 4 
and 5 are tough ones. I'm sure 
the match won't be decided 
until the second and third 
doubles matches are through 
with." . 
With Funk and Salas gone, the 
Hoosiers have moved Brad 
Pontow, junior from Glenview, 
PORT-OX, INC. 
PROFESSIONAL HOME CARE IN 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
MEDICAL OXYGEN 
PORT ABLE OXYGEN 




Reg. $1095 NOW only $559.95 
12008 West Main 
Carbondale, n 62901 
618-529-2522 
U",'te4 n_ Only 
to their No. 1 position. Pontow 
was 9-9 last season playing at 
No.3. He'll go up agaInst Saluki 
Per Wadmark, s{)phomore Crom 
Sweden. Wadmark was 16-10 
last year at N!'. ~ and spent a 
couple of weeKS m the NCAA 
coaches top 100 tennis players. 
At No. 2 singles, the Salukis 
will play freshman Lars Nilsson 
also from Sweden. He'll face 
Frank Guengerich, a junior 
transfer from Irving, Texas. 
Joey Christoff, 10-10 last 
. season at No.4, will take on 
Saluki Gabriel Coch at No.3. 
Coch, a junior from Bogota, 
Columbia, was 8-15 last season 
at No.4. Coch has an excellent 
serve and a good grouDd-
strokes. He and Christoff should 
be a good match. 
Sophomore Chris Visconti has 
developed into one of the 
premier Saluki tennis stars. As 
a walk-on freshman, Visconti 
teamed with Coch at No. 3 
doubles and finf"hed the season 
3-2. In the fall practice season, 
Visconti was 6-2 playing at No. 
4. He'll stay there Friday and 
face John Moorin. 
This is the first season Saluki 
Paul Rasch is a rO!gular in the 
starting lineup. He'll play NO.5. 
]n the practice fall season, 
Rasch played NO.5 and was 2-3. 
Against Vanderbilt, he lost a 
tough match to Tom KeUog 7-5, 
7-5. 
No. 6 singles v'Jl feature 
Steve Quanor for the Salukis. 
Quanor, 16-years-old from 
Jamaica, was recently acquired 
by LeFevre after finding out 
about Oliquino's knee injury. He 
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~C~~IC~~S~ 
"'1 SUPER SOUttD 
AND 
SUPER VIDEOS 
FRI AND SAT DOORS OPEN AT 7,00 
NO COVER FREE POPCORN 
G& 529·3755 
l.!.N THE ~ CARTERVillE 985-3755 
W_II.ncI ......... '
THURS throUllh SUN 
-::.= $1.90 
f3 5~ O;r:: .. >OD..... 'I 
I L t ___ L , Not valid on delivery .ny..... -y. or BeerblMt Sub. 
I .. S. Ullnol. I I M~ GOOD 2/1/84-2/15/8-4 . L--------COUPON------~ 
Look Closelvl 
*1. Bausch & Lomb. Hydron, CIBA 
Hydrocurve Thin Soft Lenses 
$135.00 
Includes: 
Exam, Heat Sterilizer, Core Kit 





Your Choice of 600 ZYl Frames 
with Gloss or Plastic Single Vision 




3 Miles South of Carbondale on Rt. 5 
1 Mile South of Arnold', Market 
M, T, & W Noon-6; Th & F 9-6; Sot 9-1 
Meade to ctiange lineup again BLEUFLAMBE 
By George Pappas 
Staff Writer 
Saluki gymnastics Coach Bill 
Meade will enter his fifth dif-
ferent lineup of the season 
Saturday against Indiana State 
at Terre Haute, Ind. 
Even though SIU-C, 4-1, has 
SC''lred as high as Z76 points this 
season, Meade said he is 3tiIl 
('hanging around the lineup to 
s,~e where he can get his 
"strongest 30 perfonnances out 
of a nine-man tesm" in one 
meet. 
"The whole purpose here is to 
build each week the strongest 
possible team," Mei1de said. 
"We hav;) the strength on our 
team to be able to do this." 
The Salukis have averaged 
Z74.79 points in their last four 
meets with their high score 
being 276.35 against Iowa on 
Jan. 20. Meade's goal is to score 
280 points bdore the 
Chicagoland Tnvitational on 
March 17. He must get past 
Indiana Sta te nrst and prepare 
his team for the big meets 
coming up. 
"I don't want to look past 
Indiana State," Meade said, 
"but I have to think in terms of 
Iowa State, Nebraska, Illinois 
a.,d Penn State. They will be the 
teams to beat." 
The Salukis take on these top-
ranked teams between Feb. 12 
and March 9. They also have an 
important meet with Louisiana 
State on March 12. In the NCAA 
champion~hips last year, 
Nebraska finisbe.:l first, Penn 
State third, Iowa State fourth, 
Illinois sixth and LSU 11th. The 
Salukis finished ninth. 
For this Saturday the Saluki 
changes Meade has made 
involve freshmen Mark Ulmer 
and Preston Knauf. Ulmer will 
replace Kevin Mazeika on the 
vault and Murph Melton on the 
rings. Knauf will get a shot on 
the vault, which he was highly 
ranked on in Illinois during his 
high school YE'ars. Knauf's best 
score this season was a 9.15 on 
the parallel bars. 
Ulmer has shown promise, 
scoring a 9.45 on vault against 
Iowa three weeks ago. His be,;t 
score on the rings is a 9.2. 
The Salukis will also keep 
John Levy and David Lut-
terman as the all-arounders. 
Levy has a high score of 55.90 
and Lutterman's oniy all-
around perfonnance was' last 
Sunday in DeKalb where he 
scored a 55.70. 
Other than those changes, the 
Saluki lineup will look the same. 
Herb Voss will still perform on 
the pommel horse and 
Lawrence Williamson will be on 
the floor exercise and the vault. 
Gregg Upperman will perform 
on the floor exercise, the horse, 
the rings, the high bar and the 
parallel bars. Brendan Price 
will perform on the rIoor 
exercise, the vault, the parallel 
bars and the high bar. Mazeika 
will be on the bar and the horse. 
Indiana State, 1-2, is led by 
fourth-year Coach Chuck 
Duncon. The Sycamores lost to 
LSU Z71.6 to 268..45 two weeks 
ago. They placed second in a 
three-team meet at Illinois last 
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One Coupon Per Penon 
Coupon ~ TIwu FebnoaIy 
week, scoring 267 raints. Illinois 
won that meet with T17.2 while 
Memphis State finished third 
with 246.9. 
"We played and lost to two of 
the top teams in the country," 
Duncon said. "I have a 
suspicion that SIU will not be 
kind either." 
AII-arounder Carlos Silver· 
stre is the Sycamores' 
",·orkhorse. His high score is 
54.3 this year, but Duncon said 
that is a little decept:ve. 
Silvestre has been plagued with 
injuries this year after last 
year's 55 average. 
A two-time NCAA qualifier on 
the floor exercise, Alan Black-
well has scored a 9.2 and a 9.45 
this year. Salukis' Williamson 
and Price have averaged a 9.3 
and a 9.5, respecllveiy in the 
last five meets. 
The Sycamores also feature 
Rob Klawitter on parallel bars 
and pommel horse, David 
Stevenson on high bar and Bill 
Phillips on rings. 
"We have a stead} ?68-270 
team," Duncon said. 
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St.ff Phole by Neville Loberg 
SIU-Cs Bernard Campbell aDd BradJey's 6-7 freshman center 
Bruce Mordini batde far a reboond daring Thursday night's game 
at the Arena. Bradley WOl\ tbe MVC contest. 56-55. 
Last-second shot 
plummets Salukis 
By naryl Van Schouwen 
Staff Writer 
IT!'; ~ef~:r~ea~l;~I~~'ftC ~~ 
secOIl ds left gunned downed the 
Salukis 56-55 before 3,746 at the 
Arena Thursday ni~t. 
The Braves, plaYIng without 
the injured Volse Winters. had 
kept possession of the ball for 
the last four minutes before 
Marshall's basket - converting 
on hiR only shot of the game. He 
entpred with four minutes left. 
The Salukis had opened an 11-
point lead early in the second 
half, but Bradley came bark 
with four straight baskets to 
c1~ to within 49-46 with 15: 17 
left. 
Then. Saluki Coach Allen Van 
Winkle received two technical 
fouls after Kenny Perry was 
called for traveling. Perry's 
feet were swept from UD-
derneath him by a Br~dley 
player. 
Booker Johnson hit the four 
free throws to give Bradley a 50-
49 lead. 
The rest of the game was 
uneventful ur.tt! Marshall's 
basket, as each ~m managed 
just five points up to that point. 
The win lifted Bradley, &-4 in 
the MVC and 13-7 overaD, into a 
tiewitb SIU-Cin the Valley. The 
loss was the Salutis' first at 
home this year, and dropped 
them to &-4, 13-7 overaD. 
Johnson led Bradley with 24 
points. Roosevelt Davison 
added 17. The Salukis were led 
by Cleveland Bibbens with 14 
points. Kenny Perry had 13, 11 
m the first half. 
Bradley made 16 of 19 free 
throws, compared to three of 
six for the Salukis. 
Johnson and Davison worked 
repeatedly inside the Saluki 
zone in the first haH to score 14 
and 15 points, respectively. 
Davison was six of six from the 
flom-, seven of seven for the 
game. 
Neither team led by more 
than four during the first haH. 
Whil~ Davison and Johnson 
worked inside far Bradley, the 
Salukis went inside also, to 
Perry, who was five of seven in 
the first :J) minutes. 
''The four free throws were 
~~~~I ~:k~ Ifu~ °t,~~~a~~ 
that," said Van Winkle. who 
expressed displeasure with the 
officiating. 
Salukis to try to survive 
ISU's cage deathtrap 
Hy Daryl Van Schouwen 
Staff WrUer 
The Indiana State ;nen's 
basketball squad is all but 
ready to hang a "vistors 
beware" sign on the Hulman 
Center gates. The Sycamores 
have won 10 of 11 games at 
home this season. 
The Salukis are next up on 
Indiana State's home schedule 
with a key Missouri Valley 
Conrere:lce matchup set for 
6:30 p.m. Saturday. 
The Sycamores, 11-5 overall 
and 3-5 in the Valley, need a win 
to keep ~ce with the Salukis in 
the MVC. SIU-C was 5-3 in the 
conference, 13-6 overall, 
depending on the outcome of 
Thursday night's game with 
Bradley. 
At SIU-C earlier this year, the 
Salukis defeated ISU 99-85. SIU-
C leads the school series 32-25, 
Uke sm-c, Indiana State has 
been tough to beat at home. The 
Sycamores have lost to just 
Wichita State ~5 Ilt home. 
Indiana State figures to be 
part of a four-way battle for 
See MATCHUP, Pall' 2G 
Page %4, Daily EgyptiiUl. February 3, 1984 
W ODlen face crucial cage test 
as season's Dlidpoint nears 
By nan Devine 
Starr \Vritl'!r 
SIU-C wompn's basketball 
Coach Cindy Scott predicts, 
more apprehensively than 
boldly, "Right now I'm going to 
say that probably one los:; is 
going to win the conference." 
SiU-C is the only Gateway 
team with fewer than two 
conference losses. The 
Salukis' 8-0 start in league play 
has given t1em a two-game 
lead. SIll-C, 14-3 overall, is 
riding a nine-game winning 
streak. 
The winning streak will be put 
to the test Saturday when SIU-C 
travels to Eastern Illinois. 
Eastern Illinois is one of four 
teams with two losses. A win 
Sa turday would make them a 
real contender: il loss could 
knock them out of L~e race. 
The Panthers, 11-6 overall. 
have not lost much lately. The} 
struggled at the start of the 
season but have since won 10 of 
their last 12 games. The Pan-
~~~~~i~hi~ ~t~~ke and by 
Playing a hot team that has tt> 
win makes Scott more cautious 
than usual. 
"Strange things happen on 
the road," Sl~ott said. "Eastern 
.... ill be sky high for us. A win 
could make their season." 
SIl' -C beat Eastern 69-60 in 
November, but that was before 
the Panther; added volleyball 
standout Stacy Cook, and before 
they jelled into the second-best 
Gateway defensive team. 
Eastern Illinois is second in 
the conference in points 
aIlowe<i. scoring margin and 
f:~ld goal dpf.mse. Scott said the 
Panthers mix zn-:es and player-
to-player defenses but she 
expects them to stay in a zon!' 
Satu day. 
Ob,nsively. the Panthers 
rely on shoolmg and qukb'!ss 
al1d they get balanced scorir.g. 
Forward Toni Collins, 14.5 
points and 6.5 rebounds. and 
center Chris Aldridge, 11.5 and 
6.3, provide points f; om the 
inside, while point guard Lori 
Conine. 9.8 points, hits f~'om the 
outside. Cook avp~ages 9.4 
points and Melanie Hatfield 
adds 8.7. 
The best GCAC defensive 
team is still SIU-C. The Salukis 
are limiting oppolknts to 55.4 
rrtr-~ ::~h!l~~e;ti~hl:\i~~x 
victims to 50 points or less. 
The Salukis play strictly a 
player-ta-player defense. They 
toyed with a 2-3 zone- early in i.he 
conference season but it has not 
been seen lately. 
Assistant coach GeogP. lubell 
installed the team's current 
defense last season, and after 
inconclusive early returns 
("We were a fair defensive 
team last year," Scott said.) it 
has produced di vidends this 
year, as the team '5 veterans 
grasped its ba!'ic conf'Ppts. 
"Our key rs that irs strictly a 
team .::oncept,·' Scott said. "We 
give a lot of weakside help. 
"We're not trying t{l force 
turnovers. We're tr1ing to put 
pressure on the bal . If it goes 
into the post we collapse on it. 
The person on the \,leakside is 
respoilsible to help the players 
on the ball. 
"For the most Dart. it takes 
hard work. di~':ipline and un· 
ders'anding the concept." 
Scot~'; bes~ deCt'r.sive players 
are forward Char Warn'lg and 
guard Eleanor Carr. Wher; SIt:· 
r beat Drake. Warring helped 
hold Lorri Bauman scoreless in 
the first half, while the Salukis 
moved to an insurmountable 
lead. Bauman is current!v 
averaginJ 29.1 points and 
shooting 61 percent. 
"Chl\:- does a good job 
denying the ball inside," Scott 
said. "As skinny as she is. she's 
quick and she's aggresive." 
Carr's defense helped her 
crack the starting lineup two 
weeks ago. 
"She does a good job at 
st~pping penetration,' Scott 
sardo 
Saturday's game will mark 
the haHway point of the season. 
"If we get through Saturday 
we'll breathe easier," Scott 
said, "ror about two days." 
Staff Photo by ~eville Loberg 
The Saluki mUe relay t 'am, from left, Mike Duncan. will try to help SIU-C t" its first tracl! win 
Franks, Elvis Forde, Tony Adams and Parry of the yt'u against illinois Saturday. 
Track team to continue Illini rivalry 
By David Wilhelm 
Stafi Writer 
A 16-year-{)ld track r;valry 
will continue Saturday at 
. Champaign when Coach Lew 
Hartzog leads the Saluki men's 
track team into battle against 
the Ulli;·"rsity of Ulinois. 
SlU-C has dominated the 
lilini through the years. win-
ning 12 of 16 mfP·... But this 
weekend will represent a new 
t1imension in the rivalry. It wiD 
be the first time tht' IIlini and 
the Salukis wiil meet on an 
indoor track. 
Hartzog said the rivalry "i~ 
the most intense one in the 
United State." 
"I expect a. very, very close 
track meet," Hartzog said. 
"It's a very health~ rivalry. It 
brings out good tillngS in both 
teams." 
Hart70g said the key areas in 
the meet will be the 60-yard 
dash. the high hurdles, the long 
and triple jumps, tl~ 400 and 
the mile. 
''Those events could go either 
""is,)I," H .... Uvl!. .. a'.i. "Illlnui:; is 
very strong in them, but we are 
also. They have a good team 
and there will be some real good 
events. I hope the meet goes 
down to the mile reiay. We 
would tClke O:Jl' chances there." 
Last weP.k.p.nd against Indiana 
and Wisconsin, Hartzog's mile 
relay team 'lf Parry Duncan, 
Mike Franks, Tony Adams and 
Elvis Forde set a v.orld-t>est 
time with a 3:08.94. Saturday 
they wiD be trying to improve 
that mark. 
Hartzog said both teams are 
even in the long and triple 
iiJmp5 and said the events "will 
be instrumental in the outcO!n!! 
of the meet." Hartzog said he 
rates the mini as a considerable 
favorite in the two-mile because 
they have two runners who have 
n'n under nine minutes. 
The mini have had two meets 
this season. Tbey defeaied 
Missouri, Wichita Stat." Un-
coin University and SlU-E on 
Jan. 21 in Columbia, Mo. Last 
weekend they hosted t1l€o Illini 
Invit.1tional, but no team scores 
were kept. 
Illinois' 10th-)ear Coach Gary 
Wieneke said he is looking 
forward to the meet with the 
Salukis and expects another 
tough battle. 
"I think it'll be a typical 
Soothenl D1inois-Illinois meet," 
Wieneke said. ''There will be a 
lot of compeliti!ln and some 
good events. On papt'1" if you Jist 
the best entries. Srmtilern 
Illinois has the nod." 
Wieneke said he expects the 
comJ?6tition to be "ferocious." 
Ilhnois may be an even 
tougher opponent Saturday 
because of som'! good recruitng 
recently. 
"They do a great job of 
recruiting," HartzIJg said. 'Tn 
nervous because Gary alw&)'l!I 
has his team up for us and he's 
had two straight good 
recruiting years." 
Hartzog said the rivalry with 
Dlinois "spurs both of us on to 
recruiting," but sairi that the 
IIIiili usually get the best 
recruits because of their fine 
indoor facility. the University of 
Illinois Armory Building. 
"That facility makes a dif-
ference in ri!Crui~jng," Hartzog 
said. "We've won 12 of the 16 
meets though, so we don', (6(;:\ 
too sorry ror ourselves. bllt 
many times the favored team 
hllSn't won. The rivalry has 
t !ped us, Illinois ar.'! track in 
Ihinois." 
